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Analysis of a micro-macro acceleration method
with minimum relative entropy moment matching
Tony Lelièvre, Giovanni Samaey, and Przemysław Zieliński
Abstract. We analyse convergence of a micro-macro acceleration method for the Monte
Carlo simulation of stochastic differential equations with time-scale separation between the
(fast) evolution of individual trajectories and the (slow) evolution of the macroscopic func-
tion of interest. We consider a class of methods, presented in [12], that performs short bursts
of path simulations, combined with the extrapolation of a few macroscopic state variables
forward in time. After extrapolation, a new microscopic state is then constructed, consistent
with the extrapolated variable and minimising the perturbation caused by the extrapolation.
In the present paper, we study a specific method in which this perturbation is minimised
in a relative entropy sense. We discuss why relative entropy is a useful metric, both from
a theoretical and practical point of view, and rigorously study local errors and numerical
stability of the resulting method as a function of the extrapolation time step and the num-
ber of macroscopic state variables. Using these results, we discuss convergence to the full
microscopic dynamics, in the limit when the extrapolation time step tends to zero and the
number of macroscopic state variables tends to infinity.
1. Introduction
The considerations and results presented in this manuscript originate from the need to effi-
ciently simulate the following expectations
(1.1) t 7→ E[f(Xt)],
for times t ∈ [0, T ], where Xt is a given diffusion process and f is a function of interest. In
the present work, we focus on issues concerning the temporal discretisation of the underlying
evolution of the random variable Xt, with time step δt > 0, for a large final time T . The full
simulation requires also the consistent approximation of expectations in (1.1); this is usually
achieved by Monte Carlo methods [10, 23].
From the computational perspective, we are interested in stiff systems, with a separation
between a (fast) time-scale, on which the individual trajectories of Xt need to be simulated, and
the (slow) time-scale, on which the expectations (1.1) evolve. This feature leads to a stability
constraint on the time discretisation methods that forces us to take very small steps δt, compared
to the desired time horizon T for (1.1). The discrepancy between the minuscule leaps we have to
make and the big times we want to arrive at, quickly makes the cost of Monte Carlo simulation
prohibitive. This problem led to the development of various general multiscale algorithmic
approaches, such as heterogeneous multi-scale [14, 15] or equation-free [30, 31] methods, which
try to overcome the scale separation, or even use it to one’s advantage.
As a part of this study, we analyse the accuracy of a micro-macro acceleration method
to efficiently simulate observables (1.1). The algorithm exploits the time-scale separation by
operating with two time steps: a microscopic one δt, suited for the underlying stochastic process,
and a macroscopic∆t≫ δt, which we believe to be natural for the evolution of the expectations.
To describe the coarse (macroscopic) behaviour of the process, we reduce the diffusion Xt to a
finite number of macroscopic state variables, given as
(1.2) ml(t)
.
= E[Rl(Xt)], l = 1, . . . , L,
for some appropriately chosen functions Rl (cf. [31]). These variables store partial (statistical)
information about the distributions of the stochastic process. Due to scale separation, we can
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expect that the variables ml evolve under the influence of a vector field with natural time scale
∆t. Although we do not know this vector field in general, we can (and will) approximate it by
directly estimating the time derivatives of every ml, to move the simulation forward in time by
∆t. One time step of the micro-macro acceleration method includes (i) microscopic simulation
of Xt for a small batch of time steps of size δt; (ii) restriction, i. e., extraction of an estimate of
the macroscopic time derivative, based on the simulation in the first stage; (iii) forward in time
extrapolation of the macroscopic state; and (iv) matching of the last microscopic state from (i)
with the extrapolated macroscopic state. We provide a more detailed description in Section 2.
The most challenging stage is the matching. It amounts to an inference procedure to pick
a distribution, having prescribed (extrapolated) macroscopic state – a particular point in the
L-dimensional space of macroscopic state variables. This is an ill-posed problem: there may
be no solution, or the solution may not be unique. Both cases may depend sensitively on the
prescribed macroscopic state that one wants to match with.
Our strategy is to use a prior distribution µ, which comes from the last available microscopic
state in the current step and alter it, so that it becomes consistent with the extrapolated
macroscopic state. Particularly, if m1, . . . ,mL are the extrapolated macroscopic states, we
obtain the matched distribution from the prior µ as the solution to the following optimisation
problem
(1.3) argmin
ν
I(ν‖µ), constrained on
∫
Rl dν = ml,
where
I(ν‖µ) =
∫
ln
dν
dµ
dν
and we minimise over all probability distributions ν absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
The objective function I in (1.3) is the relative entropy of ν with respect to µ, also known as
Kullback-Leibler or information divergence in the information theory literature [33, 34].
The analysis and intuition behind problem (1.3) relies on a geometric interpretation that
views matching as a projection operator in the space of distributions, endowed with the topology
generated by the relative entropy [11, 41]. This is not a metric topology [21]. Nevertheless, due
to Pinsker’s inequality, by which relative entropy dominates the square of total variation norm,
and various analogies with Euclidean geometry, I(ν‖µ) can be regarded as a “square distance”
between two probability distributions. In particular, whenever µ∗ is a solution to (1.3), and ν
satisfies the constraints, a so-called Pythagorean identity holds:
(1.4) I(ν||µ) = I(ν||µ∗) + I(µ∗||µ).
We can intuitively understand the foregoing property as: the matching µ∗ is an “orthogonal
projection” of µ on the submanifold of probability densities that satisfy the constraints generated
by the moments of ν.
Before moving on to the technical content of the paper, we finalize this introduction with
two important points. First, Section 1.1 discusses the reasons behind the choice for relative
entropy as the quantity to be minimized in (1.3). Second, Section 1.2 briefly sketches the main
contributions of this work and the outline of the paper.
1.1. On the usefulness of relative entropy matching. No rigorous justification exists why
the relative entropy is the proper choice for the matching procedure. The first description of
the micro-macro acceleration with matching in [12] contained multiple examples of metrics that
could be used in the optimisation procedure (1.3). Nevertheless, we identify below three reasons
that motivate the choice for relative entropy: the first one from a “physical” point of view, the
second one from a “numerical” point of view, and the third one from a “theoretical” point of
view (related to error control and adaptivity).
The physical point of view. The choice for relative entropy, specified in (1.3), is closely
related to the maximum entropy principle [26, 27], which dictates that one should look for
a distribution, consistent with available data, that maximises the entropy Hν = −I( · ||ν),
see also [28]. This convention has been extensively used for constructing closures of moment
systems to derive constitutive equations for kinetic equations [22, 25, 40, 44]. Moreover, in the
context of data assimilation, procedure (1.3) serves as the risk-neutral approach for calibrating
asset-pricing models [3, 4] and an optimal approximation of spectral densities [16, 18].
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The numerical point of view. Relative entropy is also convenient numerically. The
computational procedure to determine (1.3) is based on a dual formulation, see also [12], which
looks for the vector of Lagrange multipliers λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
L that solve
(1.5) Z(λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
L)
−1
∫
Rl · exp
( L∑
p=1
λ∗pRp
)
dµ = ml, 1 ≤ l ≤ L
where
Z(λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
L) =
∫
exp
( L∑
l=1
λ∗lRl
)
dµ
is the partition function. As long as we can compute or estimate the integrals, (1.5) constitutes a
finite-dimensional system of non-linear equations, which can be solved by a Newton procedure.
Moreover, the density of the distribution µ∗L satisfying (1.3) reads
(1.6)
dµ∗L
dµ
= Z(λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
L)
−1 exp
( L∑
l=1
λ∗lRl
)
.
There are two advantages to this representation of µ∗L. First, because the exponential func-
tion is positive, µ∗L is always equivalent to the prior distribution µ, that is, their supports are
the same. Second, the exponential function serves as the likelihood ratio for the importance
sampling of µ∗L [2, Ch. V.1]. Therefore, we can estimate the observables (1.1) with respect to µ
∗
L,
by considering a number of replicas Xj, j = 1, . . . , J distributed according to the prior µ, and
computing weighted averages with weights wj = exp
(∑L
l=1 λ
∗
lRl(X
j)
)
. For more details on
the numerical implementation, we refer to [12].
Error control and adaptivity. The properties of relative entropy provide also a convenient
a posteriori error analysis that allows appending the set of macroscopic state variables with
new ones that reduce relative entropy in a greedy way. To illustrate this idea, assume that
the macroscopic states are moments of an unknown target probability distribution νt, that is,
ml =
∫
Rl dν
t for l = 1, . . . , L. Moreover, let µ∗L be the matching of a prior distribution µ
with m1, . . . ,mL, which we already computed. We want to get an indication of the gain we can
expect by adding a new macroscopic state variable, corresponding to a function RL+1, to the
matching procedure (1.3).
Denote by µ∗L+1 the matching of the same prior µ with extended system m1, . . . ,mL,mL+1,
where mL+1 =
∫
RL+1 dν
t in accordance with our assumption. By construction, the set of
constraints in (1.3) generated by m1, . . . ,mL+1 is a subset of those yielded by m1, . . . ,mL.
Therefore, by the transitivity property of the relative entropy matching [11, Thm. 2.3], we can
alternatively obtain µ∗L+1 by matching µ
∗
L with m1, . . . ,mL+1. This has two consequences.
First, as we already computed µ∗L that has correct first L macroscopic states, using it instead
of µ in (1.5), we can cheaply obtain the Lagrange multipliers λ˜∗1, . . . , λ˜
∗
L+1 for µ
∗
L+1. Second,
applying the Pythagorean identity (1.4) to µ∗L+1, with ν
t in place of ν and µ∗L as a prior,
produces
I(νt||µ∗L) = I(νt||µ∗L+1) + I(µ∗L+1||µ∗L),
from which we get
(1.7) I(νt||µ∗L)− I(νt||µ∗L+1) = I(µ∗L+1||µ∗L).
The left hand side of equality (1.7) gives an indication of how much accuracy one expects to
gain by adding RL+1 to the system of macroscopic state variables. The right hand side reads
I(µ∗L+1||µ∗L) =
L+1∑
l=1
λ˜∗lml −
L∑
l=1
λ∗lml + ln
Z(λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
L)
Z(λ˜∗1, . . . , λ˜
∗
L+1)
.
Note that I(µ∗L+1||µ∗L) does not depend on the target density νt and can be evaluated numeri-
cally, as soon as we estimate the Lagrange multipliers by solving (1.5). Therefore, equality (1.7)
enables to develop an adaptive procedure selecting new macroscopic state variables that maxi-
mally reduce the relative entropy at a current time step of the micro-macro acceleration method.
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1.2. Main contributions and outline. The above arguments give ample motivation to study
micro-macro acceleration methods with relative entropy matching. The micro-macro accelera-
tion method was introduced in [12] using a more general, axiomatic definition of the matching
operator, and a convergence result was presented there based on some generic properties for
all underlying components of the method. The assumptions in [12] do not apply to the match-
ing given by (1.3), and only numerical results indicating the convergence are presented, for a
non-trivial test case originating from the micro-macro simulation of dilute polymers. In this
respect, the current paper expands the body of work initiated in [12].
This paper investigates the numerical properties of the micro-macro acceleration method with
relative entropy matching: (i) numerical stability, to establish bounds on the propagation of
local errors; and (ii) local errors produced by the matching with finite number L of macroscopic
state variables. We achieve this goal by demonstrating how the properties of minimum relative
entropy regularisation can be combined with the features of the underlying evolution of Xt, to
provide a rigorous analysis of the micro-macro acceleration method. To establish convergence of
the micro-macro acceleration method to the underlying microscopic dynamics, we then combine
the above results and consider the limit when the extrapolation time step ∆t tends to zero and
the number of macroscopic state variables L tends to infinity.
The remainder of this manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed account of
the micro-macro acceleration method, keeping the exposition general enough so that it applies
in a broader context than the one we study later. In Section 3, we start with the basic notions
and assumptions on the underlying diffusion process Xt. In Section 4, we rigorously define the
matching operator corresponding to (1.3) and study its properties, such as dependence on the
prior distribution. We introduce the remaining constructions and gather all assumptions needed
to complete the proof of convergence in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the investigation of
the relation between the evolution of the diffusion and the relative entropy. Finally, the last
two sections expose the convergence proof that relies on two main ingredients: the numerical
stability of the method (Section 7), which reduces the global errors to local ones, and the
consistency of local errors (Section 8), which implies the convergence.
2. Micro-macro acceleration method
The micro-macro acceleration method aims at being faster than a full microscopic simula-
tion, while converging to it when the extrapolation time step ∆t vanishes and the number of
extrapolated macroscopic state variables L goes to infinity. The underlying assumption for the
method to be efficient is that the macroscopic state variables can be simulated on a much slower
time scale than the microscopic dynamics, thus allowing the choice of a large extrapolation time
step ∆t compared with the time step δt for microscopic simulation.
The main building blocks of the method can be grouped into two categories: propagators,
which move the simulation forward in time on the micro or macro time scales; and transition
operators, which connect two levels of description. The microscopic states are given by the
random variables Xt, and the macroscopic states are described by vectors in the Euclidean
space RL, with L the number of macroscopic state variables used to preserve information about
distributions. We now detail first the transition operators (Section 2.1), after which we discuss
the propagation operators (Section 2.2). All components are then collected in a description of
the micro-macro acceleration method in Section 2.3.
2.1. Transition operators. To transition from microscopic to macroscopic states, we consider
the restriction operator R. It is determined by the vector R of functions R1, . . . , RL, and for a
random variable X , we define
(2.1) R(X) .= E[R(X)].
This formula is consistent with (1.2), as R(Xt)l = ml(t) when Xt is the diffusion generating
the observables in (1.1). Note also that the vector R(X) depends only on the law of a random
variable X , which we denote µX . Therefore for the analysis, it will turn out to be more
convenient to consider R as acting on the family of probability measures, see (4.1).
Remark 2.1 (On notation). As we mention in Section 1, we use the Euclidean space RL to store
the statistical (coarse) information of the underlying distributions. To visually highlight the
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elements of RL and RL-valued functions, we henceforward apply bold fonts for their symbols.
We also use ‖ · ‖ to denote the Euclidean norm in RL.
To proceed from the macroscopic state to the microscopic distributions, we face the inverse
problem
(2.2) given m ∈ RL find Y such that R(Y ) = m.
This is an ill-posed problem: there may be no solution or the solution may not be unique,
and both cases may depend sensitively on m. Usually, when (2.2) has a solution, it is under-
determined in the sense that infinitely many consistent (laws of) random variables exist. As
announced in the Introduction, we will regularize (2.2) by considering a prior random vari-
able X , which is naturally available in the micro-macro acceleration method, and define the
matching operator as
(2.3) M(m, X) = argmin
Y
I(µY ||µX) constrained on R(Y ) = m.
To make sense of M(m, X), we first consider the probability measure µ∗ that solves (1.3), and
next choose any random variable Y so that µY = µ∗. There is no generic way to pick Y but,
as long as we are concerned with the expectations and measure the weak error, the particular
choice of Y is not important.
Remark 2.2 (Matching ensembles). In practice, when performing Monte Carlo simulation, we
always start with an ensemble {Xj}Jj=1 of J replicas sampled from µX . The formula (1.6) then
provides a convenient way to sample Y with the weighted replicas Y j = (wj , Xj), where the
weights are wj = exp
(∑
λ∗lRl(X
j)
)
and the Lagrange multipliers λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
L satisfy (1.5). For
more on the practical implementation of the matching operator with finite ensembles, we refer
to [12].
2.2. Propagators. The first propagator, operating on the micro time scale, is the one-step
time discretisation of SDE
(2.4) dXt = a(Xt) dt+ b(Xt) dWt,
which generates the diffusion process Xt. It performs a full microscopic simulation on a time
interval of length ∆τ > 0. The computational cost of the simulation is usually high, but the
time ∆τ we devote to it is very short, compared to the time scale on which the averages (1.1)
evolve. In practice, we divide ∆τ into K steps of length δt, thus obtaining a time mesh
{tk = kδt : k = 0, . . . ,K}, and use a stochastic numerical method for SDE (2.4). For example,
we can employ an Euler-Maruyama step to propagate a given initial random variable X0 as
(2.5) Xk = Xk−1 + a(Xk−1)δt+ b(Xk−1)(Wtk −Wtk−1),
for k = 1, . . . ,K.
The second propagator is extrapolation, which moves only the macroscopic variables forward
in time over the macroscopic time step ∆t ≫ ∆τ . In this manuscript, we consider first order
extrapolation of the macroscopic variables, called coarse forward Euler integration [17]. As-
suming we have at our disposal two macroscopic variables m0,m1 separated by ∆τ , which we
obtain by averaging the microscopic states, the extrapolation proceeds as follows:
(2.6) mext
.
= m0 +∆t
m1 −m0
∆τ
.
Higher order versions of (2.6), which require macroscopic states at additional time instances,
can be constructed in several ways: using polynomial extrapolation [17]; implementing Adams-
Bashforth or Runge-Kutta methods [35, 36, 42]; or trading accuracy for stability by designing
a multistep state extrapolation method [46].
2.3. Micro-macro acceleration method. We now have all the ingredients to describe the
complete method in Algorithm 2.3. We introduce two indices, k = 0, . . . ,K and n = 0, . . . , N ,
to emphasise the fact that there are two time steps involved: the microscopic time step δt, to
evolve the full microscopic dynamics over ∆τ ; and the macroscopic time step ∆t, to perform
extrapolation of the macroscopic state variables up to the final time T .
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Algorithm 2.3. Given a microscopic state Xn at time tn, a number L of macroscopic state
variables, macroscopic step size ∆t > 0, microscopic step size δt > 0, and a number K ∈ N
of microscopic steps, with Kδt = ∆τ ≤ ∆t, compute the microscopic state Xn+1 at time
tn+1 = tn +∆t via a four-step procedure:
(i) Simulate the microscopic system over ∆τ with K time steps of size δt using a microscopic
discretization scheme, such as (2.5), to obtain a sequence of microscopic states
Xn,0, Xn,1, . . . , Xn,K ,
with Xn,0
.
= Xn.
(ii) Record the L-dimensional macroscopic states mn,k = R(Xn,k) for k = 0, . . . ,K.
(iii) Extrapolate the macroscopic states mn,0, . . . ,mn,K over a step of size ∆t, for instance
using (2.6), to a new macroscopic state mn+1 at time tn+1.
(iv) Match the microscopic state Xn,K at time tn,K with the extrapolated macroscopic state
mn+1
Xn+1 =M(mn+1, Xn,K),
to obtain a new microscopic state Xn+1 at time tn+1.
By successive application of Algorithm 2.3, we obtain after performing N steps the random
variable XN = X
Kδt,∆t,L
N that “approximates” the final value XT of the diffusion process.
Because we are interested in estimating the averages given by (1.1), we measure the quality of
XN by the weak error
E[f(XT )]− E[f(XN )].
We find sufficient conditions, under which this error goes to zero as the time steps δt and ∆t go
to zero, and the number of macroscopic states L, used for extrapolation, goes to infinity. The
precise statement of the result we prove is the content of Section 5.
3. Mathematical setting
Throughout the manuscript, we consider diffusion processes that live on a configuration space
denoted by X. To avoid technical complications that are unnecessary, in view of the goals of
the paper, we make the following standing assumption on the configuration space:
Assumption 3.1. The configuration space X is either the Euclidean space Rd, or the torus
T
d .= Rd/Zd, with dimension d ∈ N.
This assumption avoids, for instance, the issue of proper boundary conditions on the involved
diffusion processes on bounded subsets of Rd. Nevertheless, Assumption 3.1 still contains two
common settings for diffusions:
• The whole space Rd acts as an example of a non-compact configuration space;
• The torus Td acts as a physically relevant compact case, resulting from periodic bound-
ary conditions.
It will turn out that the proofs and derivations for a non-compact configuration space will
require additional assumptions, compared to the compact setting. We will point out these
assumptions when relevant.
Remark 3.2 (Basic notations). The Lebesgue measure on X is denoted by dx, and for any
two points x, y ∈ X, |x − y| stands for the distance between them. On Rd, this is the usual
metric generated by the Euclidean norm | · |Rd ; on Td this distance is defined as |x − y| .=
min{|x−y+k|Rd : k ∈ Zd}, where, to make our notation more consistent, we do not distinguish
between a representative and its equivalence class. If x, y ∈ Rd, xT is the transpose and,
consequently, xTy and xyT are the scalar product and tensor product of two vectors x and y.
Throughout the paper, a smooth function means a C∞ function, and we use ∂, ∇, ∇2 for the
partial derivative, gradient and Hessian, respectively. For vector-valued functions, we write D
to denote the strong derivative (Jacobian matrix).
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3.1. Spaces of measures and spaces of functions. In what follows, we denote by P(X)
the set of all probability measures on X defined on the σ-field Bor(X) of Borel subsets of
X. The symbols Eµ and Vµ stand for the expectation and variance(-covariance) with respect
to µ ∈ P(X). We also consider the Banach space Mb(X) of all bounded and signed Borel
measures, of which P(X) is a convex subset. The norm on Mb(X) is the total variation (TV),
and for η ∈ Mb(X) it reads
‖η‖TV .= sup
B∈Bor(X)
|η(B)| + |η(X \B)|,
see, e.g., [7]. For µ, ν ∈ P(X), this norm induces the total variation distance ‖µ− ν‖TV , which
amounts to the L1-norm of the difference between the densities
‖µ− ν‖TV =
∫
X
∣∣∣dµ
dη
− dν
dη
∣∣∣ dη,
whenever µ, ν are absolutely continuous (denoted ≪) with respect to a common measure η,
and dµ/dη, dν/dη are the corresponding densities (Radon-Nikodym derivatives). We also write
µ ⊥ ν whenever the measures are singular (their supports are disjoint) and µ ≍ ν when they
are equivalent (have the same sets of measure zero).
Besides the spaces in which probability measures live, we also need to characterize the space
of functions we want to consider as macroscopic state variables. We denote by Bm(X) the
space of bounded, Borel measurable functions on X equipped with the sup-norm ‖ · ‖∞. The
symbol 〈f |η〉 ∈ R stands for the pairing (congruence) between a function f ∈ Bm(X) and a
signed measure η ∈ Mb(X), and fη ∈ Mb(X) stands for the measure having density f with
respect to η. Note that, if µ ∈ P(X), we have 〈f |µ〉 = Eµf . We will also use two subspaces of
Bm(X): C0(X), of all continuous functions “vanishing at infinity”1; and Cb(X), of all bounded
continuous functions on the configuration space X. Recall that, if X is compact, C0(X) = Cb(X),
and both consist of all continuous functions on X. When we need higher regularity, we consider
the Banach space C kb (X), of all k-times differentiable functions with bounded derivatives, with
norm ‖f‖k,∞ =
∑
|α|≤k ‖∂αf‖∞, where α is a multi-index, and in particular, see Section 5, its
subspace C k0 (X) of functions with vanishing derivatives. For a vector function with values in
the space of macroscopic variables R : X → RL, such that Rl ∈ C k0 (X) for all l = 1, . . . , L, we
denote (see Remark 2.1)
‖R‖2k,∞ =
∥∥(‖R1‖2k,∞, . . . , ‖RL‖2k,∞)∥∥2 = L∑
l=1
‖Rl‖2k,∞.
Finally, we need to describe in what sense we will consider convergence of sequences of
probability measures. In this paper, we will mainly be concerned with the weak convergence
of probability measures on P(X). A sequence {µn}n≥1 of probability measures on X converges
weakly to µ ∈ P(X), if limn→+∞ Eµnf = Eµf holds for every f ∈ Cb(X). The usefulness of
the weak topology on P(X), induced by this convergence, stems from its metrizability (by the
Prohorov metric) and the convenient characterisation of compactness [13]: the weakly closed
family of measures A ⊂ P(X) is weakly compact in P(X) if and only if it is (uniformly) tight,
i.e. given any ε > 0, there is a compact subset K ⊆ X such that µ(X \K) ≤ ε for all µ ∈ A . In
particular, if X is compact itself, P(X) is compact in the weak topology. In the non-compact
case, a sufficient condition results from uniform control over the absolute first moment:
Lemma 3.3. Let A ⊆ P(Rd) be a family of probability measures such that there is a constant
M > 0 and Eµ[| · |] ≤M for all µ ∈ A , then A is tight.
Proof. Fix ε > 0 and consider a closed ball K = {x ∈ Rd : |x| ≤ r}, where r is large enough so
that r ≥M/ε. From the Markov inequality we get
µ(X \K) = µ({x ∈ Rd : |x| > r}) ≤ Eµ[| · |]
r
≤ ε. 
Throughout this manuscript, we work mainly on P(X), but we introduce Mb(X) to utilize
its elements as the “directions” for derivatives of mappings on P(X). We say that a direction
1f ∈ C0(X), if for all ε > 0 there is a compact K ⊂ X such that f(x) < ε for every x ∈ X \K
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η ∈ Mb(X) is admissible for µ ∈ P(X), if there is an ε0 > 0 such that µ+ ε0η ∈ P(X). (Note
that this immediately implies that, for any admissible direction η, we have 〈1|η〉 = 0.)
Definition 3.4. Let F : P(X) → R and µ ∈ P(X). The mapping F has a (one-sided)
directional derivative dF (µ; η) in the direction η ∈ Mb(X), admissible for µ, if the limit
dF (µ; η)
.
= lim
εց0
F (µ+ εη)− F (µ)
ε
exists.
We extend this definition, in an obvious way, when F acts into a Banach space, like Mb(Ω)
or Bm(Ω). In the case F depends on other variables, we use the symbol ∂F with an appropriate
lower subscript on ∂. We summarise a few useful properties of directional derivatives below.
Lemma 3.5. Let both g : P(X) → Bm(X) and G : P(X) → Mb(X) be continuous and have
directional derivatives at µ in the direction η
.
= µ− ν, with µ, ν ∈ P(X). Then
(i) d(exp ◦g)(µ; η) = exp(g(µ)) dg(µ; η); (chain rule)
(ii) d(g · G)(µ; η) = dg(µ; η)G(µ) + g(µ) dG(µ; η); (product rule)
(iii) ‖G(µ)− G(ν)‖TV ≤ ‖ dG(αµ + (1− α)ν; η)‖TV , (mean value inequality)
for some α ∈ [0, 1).
Moreover, if S : Mb(X) → Mb(X) is linear and bounded, for any µ ∈ Mb(X) the directional
derivative exists in every direction η ∈ Mb(X), and dS(µ; η) = Sη.
3.2. Diffusions and related concepts. In this Section, we expose our working hypotheses
and necessary results from the theory of diffusion processes. We assume that the process Xt
satisfies on the configuration space X the stochastic differential equation (SDE)
(3.1) Xt = ξ +
∫ t
0
a(Xs) ds+
m∑
j=1
∫ t
0
bj(Xs) dW
j
t ,
where (W 1t , . . . ,W
m
t )
T is an m-dimensional Wiener process, ξ ∈ X an initial value, and the
functions a : X → Rd, b : X → Rd×m are given drift and diffusion fluxes. For j = 1, . . . ,m, the
j-th column of the d×m matrix-valued function b is denoted by bj . We also fix a time interval
[0, T ], with T > 0, on which we want to approximate the particular observable of (3.1) and use
the notation (Xt)0:T whenever we consider the process up to time T only.
We assume that the coefficients a and b are time-homogeneous, but extension to the time-
dependent case is straightforward. We impose two conditions on the coefficients: bounded
differentiability, to guarantee the existence and smoothness of the laws of Xt, and uniform
ellipticity, which is the simplest assumption to ensure a “sufficient spreading” of the randomness:
Assumption 3.6. The functions a and b are smooth with all derivatives bounded, and there
exists κ > 0 such that
κ|y|2 ≤ yTb(x)bT(x)y ≤ κ−1|y|2,
for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Rd.
We refer to [5, 45] for all the results we present in the remainder of this section, which we
include to make the manuscript self-contained. In the following, we will denote by c, C > 1
generic constants that can depend on T , κ, d, and the bounds on the derivatives of a and b.
Note that we use the same constants for all the presented estimates. This is legitimate, since
we can always increase one or both of them to relax the bounds. In later sections, during
computations, we also allow the value of both c, C to change (increase) from line to line.
Assumption 3.6 guarantees that the process Xt is a unique solution to SDE (3.1) for all t ≥ 0
and it admits a smooth transition probability density p(t, x; ξ) – the likelihood of finding Xt at
x ∈ X when starting from ξ at time 0. Moreover, p satisfies Aronson’s estimates: there exists
c, C > 1 such that for all t > 0 and x, ξ ∈ X
(3.2)
C−1
td/2
exp
(
− c|x− ξ|
2
t
)
≤ p(t, x; ξ) ≤ C
td/2
exp
(
− |x− ξ|
2
ct
)
.
As we detail in Appendix A, under an additional assumption on the initial law, the bounds
in (3.2) result in Gaussian lower and upper estimates for the densities of the process (Xt)0:T ,
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uniformly in t (see Lemma A.1). These, in turn, provide us with a good control of the relative
entropy between laws at different times, which we need for the analysis in Sections 6.1 and 8.1.
In the backward variable ξ, the transition densities generate the diffusion semigroup given
by
(3.3) (Stf)(ξ) .=
∫
X
f(x)p(t, x; ξ) dx = E
(
f(Xt)|X0 = ξ
)
,
for every Borel function f : X → R with polynomial growth. In particular, for each t ≥ 0,
the mapping St : Bm(X)→ Bm(X) is a continuous linear contraction with respect to the sup-
norm, and St1 = 1. The semigroup (St)t≥0 leaves C0(X) invariant and is strongly continuous
when restricted to this subspace2. The (infinitesimal) generator L : D(L) ⊂ C0(X)→ C0(X) of
(St)t≥0 is defined by
(3.4) Lf .= lim
tց0
t−1(Stf − f),
with limit taken in sup-norm, and the domain D(L) being the set of f ∈ C0(X) for which the
limit exists. The space C 20 (X), of all twice differentiable functions with vanishing derivatives,
is a core for L, on which L acts as the second order differential operator
(3.5) Lf = aT∇f + 1
2
trace(bbT∇2f), f ∈ C 20 (X).
In the forward variable x, the transition densities provide the fundamental solution to the
Kolmogorov’s forward equation
(3.6) ∂tp(t, x; ξ) = [L∗p(t, · ; ξ)](x), lim
t→0
p(t, · ; ξ) = δ(ξ),
where L∗ is the adjoint of L, with D(L∗) a subset of Mb(X), the dual of C0(X). Accordingly,
the laws of the process (Xt)t are propagated forward in time by the adjoint semigroup (S∗t )t≥0,
defined via relation
(3.7) ES∗
t
µf = Eµ[Stf ],
for all µ ∈ P(X) and f ∈ Bm(X), see also [6, §8.1.15]. The family (S∗t )t≥0 can be extended to
a conservative semigroup on Mb(X) that leaves positive measures invariant.
3.3. Euler scheme. For the analysis of the microscopic step, we approximate (Xt)0:∆τ , on a
small time horizon ∆τ > 0, by the Euler scheme (2.5) on a time mesh {tk = kδt : k = 0, . . . ,K}
withK > 1 time steps δt = ∆τ/K. The approximate solution {Xk : k = 0, . . . ,K} we obtain is
a time-homogeneous Markov chain with k-step transition probability kernels (ξ, B) 7→ P(Xk ∈
B|X0 = ξ) [47], where ξ ∈ X, B ∈ Bor(X), which, owing to Assumption 3.6, have a density,
which we denote as p(tk, x; ξ), for any k = 1, . . . ,K [38].
Using these kernels, we can define the transition operator and its adjoint
(Stkf)(ξ) .=
∫
X
f(x)p(tk, x; ξ) dx, f ∈ Bm(X), ξ ∈ X,
(S∗tkµ)(B)
.
=
∫
X
(StkχB)(ξ) dµ(ξ), µ ∈ Mb(X), B ∈ Bor(X),
(3.8)
where χB is the characteristic function of a set B and k = 1, . . . ,K. For every probability
measure µ ∈ P(X), the two operators satisfy relation (3.7). Both Stk and S
∗
tk are, for each
fixed k, linear in f and µ respectively.
In parallel with (3.2), we also have the following Gaussian estimates for the transition den-
sities [38]: there exists c, C > 1 such that for all k = 1, . . . ,K, and x, ξ ∈ X
(3.9)
C−1
t
d/2
k
exp
(
− c|x− ξ|
2
tk
)
≤ p(tk, x; ξ) ≤ C
t
d/2
k
exp
(
− |x− ξ|
2
ctk
)
.
The generic constants c, C are uniform with respect to the discretisation parameter K. In later
sections, we employ the following sharp estimate in the difference between the transition density
of the process (Xt)0:∆τ and the scheme (2.5), see [20, Thm. 2.3].
2That is limtց0 ‖Stf − f‖∞ = 0 for every f ∈ C0(X).
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Theorem 3.7. If Assumption 3.6 holds, then for every ∆τ0 > 0, there are constants c, C > 1
such that
(3.10) |p(tk, x; ξ)− p(tk, x; ξ)| ≤ C ∆τ
Kt
(d+1)/2
k
exp
(
− c|x− ξ|
2
tk
)
,
for every ∆τ ≤ ∆τ0.
We use this result in Section 8.1 to control the error in TV distance between the densities
and the weak error between expectations, see also Appendix A.
4. Minimum relative entropy moment matching
In this Section, we will study the properties of relative entropy I (see equation (1.3)) and
the minimum relative entropy matching operator, which we denote by M (see equation (2.3)).
We provide a precise definition and characterization of M in Section 4.3, together with an
investigation of the continuity and the differentiability on each coordinate in Section 4.4. In
particular, we treat directional derivatives with respect to the prior measure, which constitute a
crucial element in the study of the numerical stability of the micro-macro acceleration method
in Section 7. Before that, we introduce the elements that we will use to obtain a convenient
description of the matching procedure. In Section 4.1, we elaborate on the restriction operator
and the moment space, to extract the macroscopic variables (1.2) and control the feasibility of
the statistical constraints. In Section 4.2, we discuss exponential families, which will turn out
to be convenient to represent the density obtained through the matching.
4.1. Restriction operator and moment space. Fix L ∈ N and a vector R = (R1, . . . , RL)T
of functions Rl ∈ Bm(X). To accelerate the simulation of SDE (3.1), we will use the statistical
information contained in the vectors EµR, where µ ∈ P(X) is the law of the solution at some
time instance. We formalize this by introducing the restriction operator, R : P(X) → RL,
generated by R, that reads
(4.1) Rµ = EµR.
The restriction operator is continuous in the weak topology on P(X), and it is linear when
extended, in an obvious way, to Mb(X). When µ = µX , the law of a random variable X ,
formula (4.1) is consistent with the restriction (2.1) that was introduced in the algorithmic
context of Section 2.
The moment space corresponding to X and R is a convex subset of RL defined as
(4.2) M (X,R)
.
= imR = {EµR : µ ∈ P(X)}.
Whenever the configuration space and the vector of restriction functions are fixed, we write
M = M (X,R). This set will serve to check the feasibility of constraints for optimisation
in (1.3). Obviously, when the vector of macroscopic states m = (m1, . . . ,ml) ∈ RL does not
belong to M , we cannot reconstruct a probability measure having these moments. However,
even if m ∈ M , the entropy problem (1.3) need not have a solution (see [29]). The results
presented in this Section and Section 4.3 will demonstrate that m ∈ intM is a sufficient
condition for the existence of the minimiser to (1.3), provided the system {R1, . . . , RL} and the
prior distribution µ satisfy the following strengthening of algebraic independence [39]:
Definition 4.1. We say that functions R1, . . . , RL ∈ Bm(X) are linearly independent modulo µ
if they are linearly independent on every subset of X with positive µ-measure, or, equivalently,
if
µ
({x ∈ X : λTR(x) = 0}) = 0
for all λ ∈ RL \ {0}.
In particular, when X is compact, any linearly independent set of real-analytic functions on
X will be linearly independent modulo µ. Note also that this property persists whenever we
switch to any measure ν that is absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
With Definition 4.1 at our disposal, we acquire the following property of the interior of the
moment space M , which will turn out to be essential for the definition of the matching operator
in Section 4.3:
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Theorem 4.2 ([9, Thm. 2.9]). Assume that 1, R1, . . . , RL ∈ Bm(X) are linearly independent
modulo a fully supported3 measure µ ∈ P(X). For every m ∈ intM there exists a probability
measure ν ≪ µ such, that EνR = m and ln(dν/dµ) ∈ L∞(µ).
Note that, in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2, we require the system of restriction functions
to be independent from the constant function as well. This is the natural situation in our
framework. As we are working with probability measures, the constant statistics do not bring
new information, and any linear dependence of components of R on constants makes the vector
of expectations reducible.
In practice, one would consider a fixed, dominating measure on X, e.g. the Lebesgue measure
dx, and choose 1, R1, . . . , RL linearly independent modulo dx. See also the final paragraph of
Section 4.3. Then, the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds for all fully supported measures µ≪ dx.
We finish this Section with a general description of the moment space:
Lemma 4.3 ([39, Thm. 2.1]). If µ ∈ P(X) has full support, and 1, R1, . . . , RL ∈ Bm(X) are
linearly independent modulo µ, the following relations hold:
(i) intM = {EνR : ν ∈ P(X) and ν ≪ µ} 6= ∅;
(ii) bdM ⊆ {EνR : ν ∈ P(X) and ν ⊥ µ}.
4.2. Exponential families. For a vector λ ∈ RL and a measure µ ∈ P(X), with a fixed vector
R = (R1, . . . , RL)
T of moment functions Rl ∈ Bm(X), define
A(λ, µ)
.
= lnZ(λ, µ)
.
= lnEµ
[
eλ
T
R
]
.
We call Z the partition function and A the log-partition function. For fixed µ ∈ P(X), the
log-partition function determines a family of probability distributions that reads
E(λ, µ) = exp(λTR−A(λ, µ)) · µ ∈ P(X), λ ∈ RL.
The function λ 7→ E(λ, µ) is called the exponential family with respect to µ [1, 37].
Lemma 4.4. (i) For each µ ∈ P(X), the function λ 7→ A(λ, µ) is convex and smooth on RL,
with
∇λA(λ, µ) = EE(λ,µ)R, ∇2λA(λ, µ) = VE(λ,µ)(R).
(ii) For every λ ∈ RL, the function µ 7→ A(λ, µ) is concave and weakly continuous on P(X).
(iii) The mapping (λ, µ) 7→ A(λ, µ) is continuous on RL ×P(X) with ‖ · ‖ × weak topology.
Proof. Item (i) follows from differentiation under the integral sign, valid due to the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem. The first two derivatives of partition function read
∂λlZ(λ, µ) = Eµ
[
Rl · eλ
T
R
]
, ∂λlλkZ(λ, µ) = Eµ
[
RlRk · eλ
T
R
]
,
from which the formulas for the gradient and the Hessian of A follow. The details can be found,
for example, in [37, Sec. 2.7].
The proof of claim (ii) is straightforward.
The conclusion of item (iii) follows from the estimate
|Z(λn, µn)− Z(λ, µ)| ≤ ‖eλTnR − eλTR‖∞ + |〈eλTR, µn − µ〉|.
Thus if (λn, µn) → (λ, µ), we have Z(λn, µn) → Z(λ, µ), and the same holds for the log-
partition function A. The sequential continuity implies the continuity in RL × P(X), due to
the metrizability of the weak topology on P(X) [13, Thm. 11.3.3.]. 
Note that the measures E(λ, µ) and µ are equivalent, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of
E(λ, µ) with respect to µ is dE(λ, µ)/dµ = exp(λTR−A(λ, µ)) ∈ L∞(µ) with norm bounded
by exp
(
2‖λ‖·‖R‖∞
)
. According to Lemma 4.4, this density is differentiable in λ and, by the
chain rule, we have a simple estimate on this derivative, which we will need in Section 8.1:
Lemma 4.5. For any fixed λ ∈ RL and µ ∈ P(X)∥∥∥∇λdE(λ, µ)
dµ
∥∥∥
∞
≤ 2‖R‖∞ e2‖λ‖·‖R‖∞ ≤ 2‖R‖∞e‖R‖2∞ · e‖λ‖2 .
3The support of measure µ is defined as supp(µ)
.
= {x ∈ X : µ(U) > 0 for each open U ⊆ X with x ∈ U},
and the measure has full support if supp(µ) = X.
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One nice feature the assumption of linear independence modulo µ (Definition 4.1) guarantees
is the invertibility of the Hessian matrix of the log-partition function.
Lemma 4.6. If the functions R1, . . . , RL are linearly independent modulo µ, the Hessian
∇2
λ
A(λ, µ) is positive definite.
Proof. We can assume (up to changing R to R−EE(λ,µ)R) that EE(λ,µ)R = 0, so the Hessian
is
∇2λA(λ, µ) = EE(λ,µ)
[
RRT
]
.
Take a vector v ∈ RL. The variance-covariance matrix is always positive-semidefinite so we
already know that vTEE(λ,µ)[RRT]v ≥ 0. Suppose now that this form is equal to zero. By the
linearity of expectation, this reads as
EE(λ,µ)
[( L∑
l=1
vlRl
)2]
= 0
Since the exponential distribution E(λ, µ) is a probability measure equivalent to µ, this equality
can hold only if µ
(∑L
l=1 vlRl = 0
)
= 1 and we get a contradiction with the linear independence
modulo µ. 
Finally, we find the directional derivatives of the log-partition function with respect to the
underlying measure.
Lemma 4.7. For each fixed λ ∈ RL the function P(X) ∋ µ 7→ A(λ, µ) has the directional
derivative ∂µA(λ, µ; η), see Definition 3.4, in every admissible direction η ∈ Mb(X) for µ, with
(4.3) ∂µA(λ, µ; η) =
〈
exp
(
λTR−A(λ, µ))∣∣η〉.
Proof. On one hand, since the functional µ 7→ Z(λ, µ) extends linearly to Mb(X), we have
∂µZ(λ, µ; η) = 〈eλ
T
R|η〉.
On the other hand, we compute
∂µZ(λ, µ; η) = lim
εց0
expA (λ, µ+ εη)− expA (λ, µ)
ε
= exp
(
A(λ, µ)
)
lim
εց0
exp
(
A(λ, µ+ εη)−A(λ, µ))− 1
ε
= exp
(
A(λ, µ)
)
lim
εց0
A(λ, µ+ εη)−A(λ, µ)
ε
= exp
(
A(λ, µ)
) · ∂µA(λ, µ; η).
The limits exist according to the concavity of A in the second variable. From these two formulas,
we obtain (4.3). 
4.3. Definition of matching operator. In this Section, we combine the results from Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2 to define and characterize the matching operator based on the minimisation
of relative entropy. We begin with the definition of relative entropy:
Definition 4.8. The (logarithmic) relative entropy of a measure ν ∈ P(X) with respect to a
measure µ ∈ P(X) is given by
I(ν‖µ) =
 Eµ
[dν
dµ
ln
dν
dµ
]
, if ν ≪ µ,
+∞, otherwise.
The boundedness from below of the function s 7→ s ln s guarantees that the expectation is
well defined, even though its value may be infinite. The convexity of s ln s yields I(ν‖µ) ≥ 0
for all ν, µ ∈ P(X), with equality if and only if ν = µ (this follows from Jensen’s inequality).
However, even if ν ≍ µ, the two entropies I(ν‖µ) and I(µ‖ν) are not equal in general. The
function I(·‖·) is convex on the product P(X) × P(X), but the triangle inequality does not
hold for I. The lack of usual properties associated with metric functions makes the study of
the geometry induced by I on P(X) more involved.
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Before proceeding, let us elaborate on some conditions for the finiteness of the relative
entropy. Note first, that the absolute continuity ν ≪ µ is necessary but not sufficient, as can
be seen by taking µ ∼ exp(−1/x) dx and ν = dx on (0, 1). Since dν/dµ · µ = ν, by changing
the integration in Definition 4.8, we see that the necessary and sufficient condition is
(4.4) Eν
[
ln
dν
dµ
]
< +∞.
However, the condition (4.4) involves an expectation with respect to ν, while we are interested
in the expectations with respect to the prior measure µ. In this direction, the following Lemma,
of which the proof follows easily from the Hölder inequality, gives a simple sufficient condition
for the finiteness of the relative entropy:
Lemma 4.9. If ν ≪ µ, Eµ[dν/dµ2] < +∞, and Eµ[ln2 dν/dµ] < +∞, the relative entropy
I(ν‖µ) is finite. In particular, if ln dν/dµ is bounded, the relative entropy is finite.
Let us now recall two well-known facts about optimal solutions for the minimisation of
relative entropy, as in (1.3). The first result provides a sufficient condition for the existence of
an optimal solution and is a consequence of [11, Thm. 2.1]. By R (·) we denote the inverse
image of R.
Proposition 4.10. Let µ ∈ P(X), R1, . . . , RL ∈ Bm(X) and m ∈ M (X,R). If there is
ν ∈ R ({m}) such, that I(ν‖µ) < +∞, there exists a unique measure µ∗ ∈ P(X) such that
(4.5) µ∗ = argmin
ν∈R←({m})
I(ν‖µ).
The next result gives an explicit formula for the density, with respect to the prior µ, of every
measure that minimises the relative entropy with moment constraints [11, Thm. 3.1].
Proposition 4.11. Let µ ∈ P(X), R1, . . . , RL ∈ Bm(X) and m ∈ M (X,R). If µ∗ ∈ P(X)
fulfils (4.5), it reads
(4.6) µ∗ = E(λ∗, µ) = exp((λ∗)TR−A(λ∗, µ)) · µ,
where λ∗ ∈ RL satisfies
(4.7) ∇λA(λ∗, µ) = m.
Moreover, the minimized value of relative entropy is
(4.8) I(µ∗‖µ) = (λ∗)Tm−A(λ∗, µ).
Here, we can see the connection between optimal solutions of entropy minimisation and the
exponential families of Section 4.2. The parameters λ∗ are obtained as the solution to the
first-order optimality system (4.7), and thus we will call them Lagrange multipliers from this
point on. The assumptions in Proposition 4.11 do not lead to the uniqueness of the multipliers
λ
∗, but we can guarantee this via Lemma 4.6 by imposing the linear independence modulo µ
on the restriction functions.
Now that we have discussed the properties of relative entropy, we are ready to rigorously
define the matching operator that we have intuitively introduced in (2.3). We aim at definingM
as an operator acting on the pairs (m, µ), where m is a given vector of moments (macroscopic
state), and µ is a prior probability measure. We predetermined that the result of matching will
be given by the optimal solution to (4.5), and Proposition 4.11 yields the exponential form for
the matched distribution. What is left, is to depict an admissible set for the pairs we can match –
the domain of the operator. To this end, by Proposition 4.10, it suffices to establish the existence
of a probability measure ν with (i) EνR = m and (ii) I(ν‖µ) < +∞. The first condition is
just m ∈ M (X,R). The second will be true if, additionally, m ∈ intM (supp(µ),R), and
{1, R1, . . . , RL} is independent modulo µ. Indeed, Theorem 4.2 guarantees in this case the
existence of ν ≪ µ having the right moments (macroscopic state) and with bounded ln dν/dµ.
This, together with Lemma 4.9, gives the finiteness of relative entropy. These considerations
lead to the following definition:
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Definition 4.12 (Matching operator). Consider a restriction vector R = (R1, . . . , RL)T such,
that Rl ∈ Bm(X) for each l = 1, . . . , L. We define the matching operator M : D(X,R)→ P(X)
with
D(X,R) =
{
(m, µ) :
{1, R1, . . . , RL} is independent mod µ
and m ∈ intM ( supp(µ),R) or m = Eµ[R]
}
M(m, µ) = argmin
ν∈R ({m})
I(ν‖µ) = E(λ(m, µ), µ),
where λ(m, µ) ∈ RL satisfies
(4.9) ∇λA(λ(m, µ), µ) = m.
While D(X,R) succinctly gives a range of possible pairs (m, µ) we can match, it posits
requirements on the measure µ that can be cumbersome to check. Particularly, the independence
in the first condition requires µ to be an atomless measure, since for any atom x ∈ X of µ the
system of numbers {1, R1(x), . . . , RL(x)} cannot be linearly independent. Moreover, even if
µ is atomless, it is not always true that M
(
supp(µ),R
)
has non-empty interior, as µ can be
concentrated on a lower dimensional submanifold of X. For this reason, we additionally include
all pairs (m, µ) that m = Eµ[R] in the definition of the matching domain D(X,R), with the
matching M(m, µ) being equal to µ in this case.
In some cases, we can restrict the range of prior measures to simplify the situation. For
example, if the system {1, R1, . . . , RL} is independent modulo a positive, “dominating” atomless
measure µ0 with full support, such as the Lebesgue or Gaussian measure on X, it is linearly
independent modulo all probability distributions µ≪ µ0. Thus, we have the inclusion
(4.10) intM (X,R)× {µ ∈ P(X) : µ≪ µ0 and supp(µ) = X} ⊂ D(X,R),
and the set on the left is easier to work with, since we decoupled the moment condition from the
priors. This is the setting we exploit in the remainder of the paper, where the prior measures
are the time marginal distributions of a diffusion process, and the standard assumptions on the
coefficients of SDE (3.1) guarantee the absolute continuity with respect to µ0 = dx, as well as
the positivity of their densities with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
4.4. Properties of the matching operator. In the final part of this Section, we gather the
continuity and differentiability properties of the matching operator from Definition 4.12. We fix
X and R = (R1, . . . , RL)T such, that Rl ∈ Bm(X) for l = 1, . . . , L, and denote D .= D(X,R),
which we consider as a subset of RL ×P(X). The proofs are presented in Appendix B.
First, we consider continuity and differentiability with respect to the macroscopic state and
the prior measure:
Theorem 4.13. The matching operatorM, from Definition 4.12, has the following properties:
(i) For any (m, µ) ∈ D and ν ≪ µ such, that EνR = m, we have the Pythagorean identity
I(ν‖µ) = I(ν‖M(m, µ)) + I(M(m, µ)‖µ).
(ii) The mapping (m, µ) 7→ M(m, µ) ∈ P(X) is ‖ · ‖ × weak to weak continuous on D ,
and the functionals (m, µ) 7→ λ(m, µ) and (m, µ) 7→ I(M(m, µ)‖µ) are ‖ · ‖ × weak
continuous on D .
(iii) For every probability measure µ ∈ P(X) for which the system {1, R1, . . . , RL} is linearly
independent modulo µ, the function m 7→ λ(m, µ) is differentiable on intM ( supp(µ),R)
with
(4.11) Dmλ(m, µ) =
(
∇2
λ
A
(
λ(m, µ), µ
))−1
.
(iv) For every (m, µ), (m, ν) ∈ D , the directional derivative of λ(m, µ) exists in the direction
η = ν − µ and
(4.12) ∂µλ(m, µ; η) = −Dmλ(m, µ)
〈
exp
(
λ(m, µ)TR−A(λ(m, µ), µ))(R−m)∣∣η〉.
In the following Theorem, we establish the continuity of M in TV norm with respect to the
prior distribution.
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Theorem 4.14. Let Γ ⊆ D be compact in the ‖ · ‖ × weak topology on RL × P(X). Then,
there exists a constant C = C(Γ,R) such, that
(4.13) ‖M(m, µ1)−M(m, µ2)‖TV ≤ C‖µ1 − µ2‖TV ,
for all (m, µi) ∈ Γ, i = 1, 2.
In Section 8, we will need the Lipschitz condition (4.13) to control the error due to the
difference in prior measures, while the moments are kept fixed.
5. The convergence result
In this Section, we formulate the remaining assumptions (on top of those made in Section 3)
that we use to prove convergence of the micro-macro acceleration method in the limit when the
macroscopic time step ∆t tends to zero and the number of extrapolated moments L tends to
infinity. First, we consider an initial random variable X0 with law µ0, satisfying the following
assumption:
Assumption 5.1. The probability measure µ0 is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure and satisfies
C−1 exp(−c|x|2) ≤ dµ0
dx
(x) ≤ C exp(−|x|2/c),
for some constants c, C > 1.
Recall that, if x ∈ Td, |x| measures the distance from the equivalence class of the lattice
points, and in this case Assumption 5.1 is equivalent to requiring the boundedness of ln(dµ0/dx).
Appendix A contains the proofs of some properties that result from Assumption 5.1 in the case
X = Rd.
We also recall that (Xt)0:T denotes the exact solution of equation (3.1) with initial condition
X0 on a fixed (macroscopic) time horizon T > 0. Now, let us discuss the conditions that we
impose on the building blocks of Algorithm 2.3.
On the macroscopic level, we use N(∆t) = min{N ∈ N : N∆t ≥ T } steps of Algorithm 2.3.
For the microscopic simulation, we employ the Euler scheme (2.5) with K steps of size δt≪ ∆t,
and denote ∆τ = Kδt. The analysis of convergence requires a consistent way of building
restriction operators with an increasing number of macroscopic variables. To this end, we
consider a sequence {Rl : l ≥ 1} of functions Rl : X→ R, which serve as the macroscopic state
variables, and consider a hierarchy of restriction operators defined as follows
(5.1) RLµ .= Eµ[RL], RL = (R1, . . . , RL)T, L ≥ 1.
Assumption 5.2. The restriction functions Rl ∈ C 20 (X), l ≥ 1, satisfy the conditions:
(i) the sequence ‖RL‖2,∞ =
∑L
l=1 ‖Rl‖22,∞ is bounded in L,
(ii) the system {1, R1, . . . , RL} is independent modulo the Lebesgue measure on X for all L ≥ 1,
(iii) the (infinite sequence of) moments {Eµ(t)[R1],Eµ(t)[R2], . . . } uniquely determine the exact
solution µ(t) = S∗t µ0, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
In Remark 5.6 below, we show that, by rescaling the restriction functions, item (i) can be
relaxed to requiring only uniform boundedness in l of the norms ‖Rl‖2,∞. Item (ii) ensures
that we can match with any number L of macroscopic variables (see Definition 4.12), and (iii)
guarantees that we can approximate the laws µ(t) of the solution Xt by matching with exact
moments RLµ(t) as L tends to +∞. (We will use this property in Section 8.2). In the case
X = Td, since C (Td) is separable, a sufficient condition to guarantee (iii) is that the sequence
{Rl : l ≥ 1} is dense in C (Td) [32]. The space Cb(Rd) is not separable, so this argument does
not hold when X = Rd. In this case, we can resort to other functional spaces. For example,
due to Assumption 3.6, we know that µ(t)≪ µ0 and if the densities satisfy ρ(t) ∈ L 2(Rd, µ0),
we can choose Rl to constitute an orthogonal basis of L 2(Rd, µ0). Then (iii) follows from the
uniqueness of the Fourier coefficients.
Remark 5.3. (Power moments) The set of possible restriction functions that are allowed under
Assumption 5.2 is quite restricted when the configuration space is Rd. Consider, for instance,
a typical one-dimensional setting in which the restriction functions are given by Rl(x) = xl/l,
l = 1, 2, . . . . This hierarchy of functions considered on the torus T, defined by identification of
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T with (0, 1], satisfies the conditions in Assumption 5.2 (see also Remark 5.6). However, these
functions are not bounded on R, and thus are not encompassed by Assumption 5.2 and the
results of this manuscript. The unboundedness of restriction functions poses new challenges
in the analysis of the micro-macro acceleration method, mainly because the existence of the
matching and its properties are much harder to establish, see for example [29]. The extension of
the results of this paper to such cases turns out to require additional analysis of the properties
of relative entropy itself, and is therefore left for future research.
To simplify the notation, we omit the index L from the restrictions (5.1), whenever this
number is fixed. With this in mind, we now define the extrapolation operator used in the
remainder of the paper.
Definition 5.4. For a given restriction operator R, the extrapolation over ∆t, with 0 < ∆τ ≤
∆t, of the moments of an initial law µ ∈ P(X) is given by
(5.2) m(∆t,∆τ, µ)
.
= Rµ+∆tR(S
∗
∆τµ)−Rµ
∆τ
.
Moreover, let K ⊂ RL be a closed convex set such that{R(S∗t µ0) : 0 ≤ t ≤ T} ⊂ intK ⊂ K ⊂ intM (X,R),
and let PK be the metric projection on K . The projected extrapolation reads
(5.3) mK (∆t,∆τ, µ)
.
= PK
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ)
)
.
The projection onto the set K is a technical assumption, related to the moment problem –
we can match only when the macroscopic states belong to intM (X,R). Without the projection,
the linear extrapolation m(∆t,∆τ, µ) does not necessarily respect this constraint in general.
However, when the extrapolation step ∆t becomes small enough, we will have m(∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈
K , if µ ∈ intK . In consequence, since we require that all the moments of the exact solution
belong to the interior of K , the projection part of extrapolation (5.3) becomes less relevant in
the limit ∆t→ 0, which is the focus of our analysis of convergence. It is also clear that we can
always make K compact, by intersecting it with a large enough ball, and we detail how to fix
K in Section 7.2.
Remark 5.5 (Adaptive extrapolation step). Note that we can also consider the method with
variable macroscopic step ∆t. This would make the projection PK redundant, as we already
pointed out, and is equivalent to (5.3) in the limit when ∆t tends to 0. Algorithm 2.3 with
adaptive time stepping is also more practical for actual simulations, since we cannot always
guarantee the separation of time scales during the entire simulation. For more on this issue and
an implementation with a criterion for the selection of an appropriate step size ∆t, we refer
to [12].
Remark 5.6 (Scaling restriction functions). Suppose that instead of item (i) in Assumption 5.2,
we have only a constant C > 0 such that ‖Rl‖2,∞ ≤ C for all l ≥ 1. Then, setting R˜l = Rl/l
we get
L∑
l=1
‖R˜l‖22,∞ ≤ C2
L∑
l=1
1
l2
≤ 2C2,
so the system {R˜l} satisfies the condition in item (i). Such scaling does not have an impact
on the matching procedure; if the vectors m˜ and m are related by m˜l = ml/l, the constraints
Eν [R˜] = m˜ and Eν [R] = m generate the same set of probability measures, and thus the
matching M˜(m, µ), based on R˜, gives the same results as M(m, µ). As the extrapolations
m˜(∆t,∆τ, µ) and m(∆t,∆τ, µ), given by (5.2), are also related by the same scaling, we see
that this procedure does not affect the output of Algorithm 2.3.
Our strategy to demonstrate convergence of the micro-macro acceleration method can be
briefly described as follows. In Section 7, we perform a forward error analysis by studying the
propagation of local errors in the TV distance. We obtain a Lipschitz estimate for the one-step
propagator of the micro-macro acceleration scheme that allows controlling the accumulation of
local errors. This constitutes the numerical stability of the method. Then, in Section 8, we
investigate the limiting behaviour of local errors when ∆t tends to zero and L tends to infinity.
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A crucial step in this process involves replacing, through Pinsker’s inequality, the TV distance
between the law of Xtn and the matching M(RL(Xtn), Xtn−1) by the relative entropy of these
two distributions. Therefore, we first proceed to the study of this particular relative entropy in
Section 6.
During the analysis, it will turn out that some additional assumptions are required, on
which we briefly comment below. We then obtain the following theorem, which gives the exact
statement of convergence that we will prove in the remaining part of the manuscript:
Theorem 5.7. Let X be given by Assumption 3.1, and let the drift a and diffusion b coefficients
be as in Assumption 3.6. Consider the solution (Xt)0:T of SDE (3.1) with initial law that satisfies
Assumption 5.1 and such that condition (6.9) below holds for Law(Xt). Fix also the regular
time mesh {tn = n∆t, n = 0, . . . , N(∆t)}.
Let X
∆τ,∆t,L
n , for n = 0, . . . , N(∆t), be the sequence of the (laws of the) random variables
obtained from Algorithm 2.3 with:
• the Euler scheme (2.5) with step δt proportional to (∆τ)2,
• the restriction operator RL such that Assumption 5.2 holds,
• the extrapolation mK given in Definition 5.4, and
• the matching operator from Definition 4.12.
Moreover, assume that there is a constant A = A(µ0, T ), independent of ∆τ , ∆t and L, such
that (see Lemma 3.3)
(5.4) sup
n≤N(∆t)
E
[|X∆τ,∆t,Ln |] ≤ A,
and
(5.5) sup
n≤N(∆t)
I(X∆τ,∆t,Ln+1 ‖S∗∆τX∆τ,∆t,Ln ) ≤ A.
Then, for all f ∈ Cb(X)
(5.6) lim
L→+∞
lim sup
∆τ,∆t→0
0<∆τ≤∆t
sup
n≤N(∆t)
∣∣E[f(Xtn)]− E[f(X∆τ,∆t,Ln )]∣∣ = 0.
The discussion in Section 6.1 clarifies the nature of the integrability condition (6.9). This
assumption, as well as the additional assumption (5.4), is automatically satisfied when X = Td.
Whether (6.9) holds is a property of SDE (2.4) itself, and does not rely on the features of
micro-macro acceleration method. Assumptions (5.4) and (5.5), on the other hand, are directly
concerned with the method, with (5.4) being active only when X = Rd. In particular, (5.5) is
essential in controlling the numerical stability of the method as L goes to infinity, see Section 7.4.
Definition 4.12 of the matching operator and its properties listed in Section 4.4 imply numerical
stability for every fixed L, which we demonstrate in Section 7.3, but are not sufficient to deal
with the limit (L → +∞). At the level of generality we consider in this manuscript, we could
not infer these two bounds from more basic principles. Therefore, the validity of (5.5) and (5.4)
should be checked in a more specific setting, and we restrict ourselves to pointing out the
importance of these two bounds.
6. Entropy expansion in ∆t
Throughout this Section, ρ(t) = ρ(t, ·) stands for the density of the process (Xt)0:T at time
t. This density is given by the Radon-Nikodym derivative of S∗t µ0 with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on X, where S∗t is the adjoint semigroup introduced in Section 3, see equation (3.7),
and µ0 is the law of the initial random variable that satisfies Assumption 5.1.
We are interested in the behaviour of the relative entropy between the probability density
ρ(t + ∆t), for small ∆t > 0, and the density of the matching M(Rρ(t + ∆t), ρ(t)), which we
denote by the same symbol. The value of this entropy quantifies the error we make when approx-
imating the exact distribution by the matched distribution based on L moments of the exact
distribution. Thus, no extrapolation is considered at this stage. According to Theorem 4.13(i),
we can decompose the relative entropy as follows
(6.1) I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥M(Rρ(t+∆t), ρ(t))) = I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥ρ(t))− I(M(Rρ(t+∆t), ρ(t))∥∥ρ(t)).
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We will study the expansion in ∆t around t of the first term on the right-hand side of (6.1) in
Section 6.1, and the expansion of the second term in Section 6.2.
6.1. Entropy expansion for a diffusion process. For concreteness, let us first consider the
simple example of pure diffusion on the real line, before turning to the more general case.
Example 6.1. Assume that the laws of the corresponding stochastic process follow the heat
equation, so L = ∆. If the initial condition at time t = 0 is the normal distribution with mean
0 and variance Σ, the solution is given by the so-called widening Gaussian
(6.2) ρ(t, x) =
1√
2pi(Σ + 2t)
e−x
2/2(Σ+2t), t ≥ 0, x ∈ R.
Thus, the mean stays at 0 for all times and the variance is Σ(t) = Σ+ 2t. The relative entropy
between two solutions separated by 0 < ∆t≪ 1 is
I(ρ(t+∆t)‖ρ(t)) = 1
2
{Σ(t+∆t)
Σ(t)
− 1− ln Σ(t+∆t)
Σ(t)
}
=
1
2
{ 2∆t
Σ(t)
− ln
(
1 +
2∆t
Σ(t)
)}
.
Application of the formula ln(1 + h) = h − h2/2 + O(h3), with h = 2∆t/Σ(t), gives us the
expansion in ∆t
I(ρ(t+∆t)‖ρ(t)) = (∆t)2 1
Σ(t)2
+OΣ(t)
(
(∆t)3
)
.
The fact that the expansion starts from the second order term is in accordance with the intuition
of relative entropy being a "square distance" (cf. Section 1). Moreover, since h ≤ 2∆t/Σ for
all t ≥ 0, we can argue that the coefficient by the third order term is bounded by 4/(3Σ3),
uniformly for all times.
In this section, our goal is to perform the same expansion in a general case of densities
propagated by the dual of the diffusion semigroup St given in (3.3). Fix t ∈ [0, T ) and ∆t > 0
such, that t + ∆t ≤ T . In the case X = Td, the heat kernel estimates (3.2) imply that the
logarithm ln
(
ρ(t+∆t)/ρ(t)
)
is bounded on Td. When X = Rd, in view of Lemma A.1, we have
the following pointwise estimate for the ratio
ρ(t+∆t, x)
ρ(t, x)
≤ C
(1 + 2t)d/2
exp
(
2c|x|2 − |x|
2
c(1 + 2(t+∆t))
)
≤ C exp
((
2c− 1
c(1 + 2T )
)
|x|2
)
,
where c, C > 1, and the logarithm of this ratio is bounded by C|x|2, uniformly for all t,∆t.
Thus in both cases, applying the upper bound from Lemma A.1 to ρ(t +∆t) once more when
X = Rd, we can see that the following entropy is finite:
(6.3) I(ρ(t +∆t)‖ρ(t)) =
∫
X
ρ(t+∆t) ln
ρ(t+∆t)
ρ(t)
.
We aim at expanding (6.3) with respect to ∆t > 0. Since the entropy vanishes as ∆t approaches
zero, there will be no zeroth order term. As we will show, the first order term also disappears,
due to the conservation of mass by the adjoint semigroup S∗t .
Let us begin with the Taylor expansion of ρ about t
(6.4) ρ(t+∆t) = ρ(t) + ∆t · ∂tρ(t) + 1
2
∫ ∆t
0
(∆t− s) · ∂2t ρ(t+ s) ds.
Kolmogorov’s equation (3.6) for the transition kernels implies that the density ρ(t) satisfies the
Fokker-Planck equation ∂tρ(t) = L∗ρ(t). Moreover, since all ρ(t) are probability densities, the
total mass is conserved and it holds
(6.5)
∫
X
∂tρ(t) =
∫
X
∂2t ρ(t) = 0,
for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Next, we use another Taylor expansion about t to obtain
(6.6) ln
ρ(t+∆t)
ρ(t)
= ∆t · ∂t lnρ (t) + 1
2
(∆t)2 · ∂2t lnρ (t) +
1
6
∫ ∆t
0
(∆t− s)2 · ∂3t lnρ (t+ s) ds.
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Inserting both (6.4) and (6.6) into (6.3) gives
I(ρ(t+∆t)‖ρ(t)) = ∆t
∫
X
ρ(t) ∂t lnρ(t)
+ (∆t)2
∫
X
{1
2
ρ(t)∂2t lnρ(t) + ∂tρ(t)∂t lnρ(t)
}
+ (∆t)3
∫
X
1
2
∂tρ(t)∂
2
t lnρ(t)
+
∫ ∆t
0
(∆t− s)2
{∫
X
ρ(t)∂3t lnρ(t+ s) +
1
2
∫
X
∂2t ρ(t+ s)∂t lnρ(t)
}
ds
+
∫ ∆t
0
(∆t− s)3
{1
4
∫
X
∂2t ρ(t+ s)∂
2
t lnρ(t) +
1
6
∫
X
∂tρ(t)∂
2
t lnρ(t+ s)
}
ds
+
∫ ∆t
0
∫ ∆t
0
(∆t− s)(∆t− s′)2
{ 1
12
∫
X
∂2t ρ(t+ s)∂
3
t lnρ(t+ s
′)
}
ds′ ds
First, note that the identity ρ ∂tlnρ = ∂tρ, together with (6.5), implies that the integral by ∆t
in the first line vanishes. In the second line, according to the identity ρ ∂2t lnρ = ∂
2
t ρ−∂tρ ∂tlnρ,
the integral reads
(6.7) J (t) .=
∫
X
∂tρ(t) ∂tlnρ(t) = Eρ(t)
[|∂t lnρ(t)|2] = Eρ(t)[∣∣L∗ρ(t)/ρ(t)∣∣2],
the last equality obtained by using the Fokker-Planck equation. J (t) is the so called Fisher
information [33, Ch. 2.6] with respect to the time parameter.
Remark 6.2 (On refining the expansion of I(ρ(t+∆t)‖ρ(t))). To guarantee that J (t) is finite
and to establish a uniform in time bound on the higher order terms in the above expansion,
we need to control the integrals
∫
X
∂itρ(s)∂
j
t ln ρ(s
′), with i, j = 0, . . . , 3, as s, s′ ranges in [0, T ].
A simple calculation reveals a recursive formula ∂jt ln ρ = ∂
j
t ρ/ρ + Pj(∂
j−1
t ln ρ, . . . , ∂t ln ρ),
where Pj is a polynomial of degree j. Therefore, we need only to ensure that
(6.8)
∫
X
∂itρ(s)∂
j
t ρ(s
′)/ρ(s′) ≤ const,
for all s, s′ ∈ [0, T ]. In the compact case X = Td, the lower Gaussian estimate in (3.2) guarantees
that ρ(s′) is bounded away from 0 uniformly in s′ ∈ [0, T ], and the regularity of drift and
diffusion coefficients imply the boundedness of time derivatives ∂kt ρ on [0, T ] × X. These two
fact are enough to justify (6.8). In the non-compact case X = Rd, the situation is more
complicated. The Gaussian estimates (3.2) and the related upper bounds on the derivatives of
transition densities, see [45, Thm. 3.3.11], are not sufficient to obtain (6.8).
Motivated by considerations from information theory [33, p. 27], we introduce the following
integrability condition, which clearly yields (6.8):
|∂itρ(t)|/ρ(t) ≤ H for every t ∈ [0, T ], i = 1, 2, 3, where H is a function on X such that∫
X
|∂itρ(t)|H < M < +∞ for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, with constant M independent of t.
(6.9)
Condition (6.9) ensures, as indicated in Remark 6.2, that J (t) in (6.7) is well-defined and
that all terms from the third line on in the expansion of I(ρ(t +∆t)‖ρ(t)), containing at least
three powers of ∆t (including ∆t in the upper integral limit), can be bounded by const · (∆t)3
uniformly in t and s. We summarize the result in the following statement.
Lemma 6.3. Assume that ρ(t) solves on X the Fokker-Planck equation ∂tρ(t) = L∗ρ(t), with
the drift and diffusion coefficient such that Assumption 3.6 holds, and with initial density ρ0 as
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in Assumption 5.1. When X = Rd, assume moreover that ρ(t) satisfies (6.9). Then, for every
fixed final time T > 0, we have
I(ρ(t+∆t)‖ρ(t)) = 1
2
(∆t)2 J (t) +O((∆t)3),
=
1
2
(∆t)2 Eρ(t)
[∣∣L∗ρ(t)/ρ(t)∣∣2]+O((∆t)3),(6.10)
as ∆t converges to 0, uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ].
Before we finish this Section, let us quickly revisit the case of pure diffusion from Example 6.1.
The adjoint generator is L∗ = −∂xx and, using the fact that ρ(t) is normal with mean 0 and
variance Σ(t), we have
Eρ(t)
[∣∣∣∂xxρ(t)
ρ(t)
∣∣∣2] = EN (0,Σ(t))[∣∣∣ X2
Σ(t)2
− 1
Σ(t)
∣∣∣2] = 1
Σ(t)4
EN (0,Σ(t))
[
(X2 − Σ(t)2)2]
=
1
Σ(t)4
(
3Σ(t)2 − 2Σ(t) · Σ(t) + Σ(t)2) = 2
Σ(t)2
.
Inserting this into (6.10) gives us exactly the expansion we obtained directly in Example 6.1.
In this example we can check, by a direct calculation, that (6.9) is satisfied with H(x) given by
a polynomial of second degree in |x|.
6.2. Entropy expansion with the matching. In this Section, we will use the properties of
the matching operator to derive an expansion in ∆t for the relative entropy
I(M(Rρ(t+∆t), ρ(t))‖ρ(t)),
for time t ∈ [0, T −∆t]. To this end, let us fix ∆t0 > 0, denote Q = [0, T −∆t0]× [0,∆t0] and
define an RL-valued function on Q
ζ(t, s)
.
= λ
(Rρ(t+ s)), ρ(t)).
Using (i) the smoothness of densities (t, x) 7→ ρ(t, x), which results from Assumption 3.6; (ii)
the differentiability of m 7→ λ(m, µ), elucidated in Theorem 4.13(iii); and (iii) the smoothness
of the log-partition function from Lemma 4.4, we infer that the functions Rρ(t+s), ζ(t, s), and
A(ζ(t, s), ρ(t)) are smooth with respect to t and s, with bounded partial derivatives on Q. On
this basis, and using (4.8), we obtain an expansion for ∆t < ∆t0 as follows
I(M(Rρ(t+∆t), ρ(t))‖ρ(t)) = ζ(t,∆t)TRρ(t+∆t)−A(ζ(t,∆t), ρ(t))
= ∆t · ∂s
(
ζ(t, s)TRρ(t+ s)−A(ζ(t, s), ρ(t))
)
|s=0
+
1
2
(∆t)2 · ∂2s
(
ζ(t, s)TRρ(t+ s)−A(ζ(t, s), ρ(t))
)
|s=0
+O((∆t)3),
(6.11)
in which the coefficients in the third order term are bounded uniformly with respect to t ∈
[0, T − ∆t0]. It remains to compute the derivatives. In the following computations, and also
later in the text, for a matrix M and a vector v, we use the notation M [v]2
.
= vTMv.
First, note that ζ(t, 0) = 0, and, from (4.11) and Lemma 4.4,
(6.12) ∂sζ(t, s)|s=0 =
(
Dmλ
(Rρ(t+ s)), ρ(t))R(∂sρ(t+ s)))
|s=0
= V−1ρ(t)(R)R(L∗ρ(t)).
The first derivative equals
∂s
(
ζ(t, s)TRρ(t+ s)−A(ζ(t, s), ρ(t))
)
=
(
∂sζ(t, s)
)TRρ(t+ s) + ζ(t, s)TR(∂sρ(t+ s))− (∂sζ(t, s))T∇λA(ζ(t, s), ρ(t)),
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and it vanishes at s = 0 since ∇λA
(
ζ(t, 0), ρ(t)
)
= Rρ(t). For the second derivative, we have
∂2s
(
ζ(t, s)TRρ(t+ s)−A(ζ(t, s), ρ(t))
)
=
(
∂2sζ(t, s)
)TRρ(t+ s) + 2(∂sζ(t, s))TR(∂sρ(t+ s))+ ζ(t, s)TR(∂2sρ(t+ s))
−∇2
λ
A
(
ζ(t, s), ρ(s)
)[
∂sζ(t, s)
]2 − (∂2sζ(t, s))T∇λA(ζ(t, s), ρ(t)),
and, for s = 0, it reduces to
2
(
∂sζ(t, 0)
)TR(L∗ρ(t))− Vρ(t)(R)[∂sζ(t, 0)]2.
Combining this with (6.12) and (6.11), we finally get the following Lemma:
Lemma 6.4. Assume that ρ(t) solves on X the Fokker-Planck equation ∂tρ(t) = L∗ρ(t), with
the drift and diffusion coefficient such that Assumption 3.6 holds, and with initial density ρ0
as in Assumption 5.1. Moreover, let R ∈ Cb(X,RL) with {1, R1, . . . , RL} independent modulo
the Lebesgue measure on X. Then, for every fixed final time T > 0, we have
(6.13) I(M(Rρ(t+∆t), ρ(t))‖ρ(t)) = 1
2
(∆t)2 V−1ρ(t)(R)
[R(L∗ρ(t))]2 +O((∆t)3),
as ∆t goes to 0, uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ].
For the exponential family E(λ, µ) from Section 4.2, the Fisher information matrix is defined
as [1, Sec. 2.1]
Jλ(µ) .= EE(λ,µ)
[(
∇λ ln eλ
T
R−A(λ,µ)
)T(
∇λ ln eλ
T
R−A(λ,µ)
)]
, cf. (6.7),
which simplifies, by evaluating the gradients, to
Jλ(µ) = EE(λ,µ)
[(
R−∇λA(λ, µ)
)T(
R−∇λA(λ, µ)
)]
= ∇2λA(λ, µ),
according to Lemma 4.4. Thus, for λ = 0 we have J0(ρ(t)) = Vρ(t)(R), and we can express the
coefficient accompanying (∆t)2 in (6.13) as (1/2)J0(ρ(t))−1[R(L∗ρ(t))]2.
6.3. Summary. To sum up the results of this Section, we combine the expansions from Lem-
mas 6.3 and 6.4 with identity (6.1) to obtain
I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥M(Rρ(t+∆t), ρ(t))) = (∆t)2
2
(
Eρ(t)
[∣∣L∗ρ(t)/ρ(t)∣∣2]− V−1ρ(t)(R)[R(L∗ρ(t))]2)
+O((∆t)3).
(6.14)
As we discussed, the coefficient by (∆t)2 can be identified with the difference between the Fischer
information J (t), corresponding to the time parametrized family of densities generated by S∗t ,
and the quadratic form J0(ρ(t))−1[R(L∗ρ(t))]2, where J0(ρ(t)) is the Fisher information matrix
of the exponential family E(0, ρ(t)). We will employ this expansion in Section 8 to estimate the
infinitesimal error due to the extrapolation with finite number of moments, see (8.2), and to
prove the consistency of local errors as the number of moments grows to infinity, see Section 8.2.
7. Numerical stability
In this Section, we investigate the numerical stability of the micro-macro acceleration method
that will allow us to move from the global error to a cumulative sum of local errors. To be
more precise, in Section 7.2 we define, for any macroscopic step ∆t > 0, microscopic window
∆τ > 0, and fixed number of macroscopic state variables L, the increment operator µ 7→ F(µ)
that encodes one step of Algorithm 2.3, as described in Section 5. With this mapping at hand,
the distribution µn of the random variable X
∆τ,∆t,L
n , obtained from the numerical procedure
after n ≤ N(∆t) steps, writes as the iterate
µn = Fn(µ0),
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with µ0 the initial law. The increment operator F depends of course on all the parameters of
the micro-macro acceleration method, and we indicate them in later sections as appropriate.
The numerical stability of the micro-macro acceleration method reduces to proving the fol-
lowing Lipschitz estimate
(7.1) ‖F(ν)−F(µ)‖TV ≤ (1 + CL ·∆t)‖ν − µ‖TV ,
with a constant CL > 0 that does not depend on ∆t, ∆τ , nor on µ, ν. After some preparatory
considerations in Section 7.1, which link (7.1) with a bound on the directional derivative of
F , we present a detailed construction of the increment operator F in Section 7.2. Then, in
Section 7.3, we demonstrate that (7.1) holds and prove the uniformity of the constant CL for
an appropriate family of triples (∆t,∆τ, µ).
Note that with estimate (7.1) at hand, by the use of a telescopic sum, we can bound the
error in total variation as
sup
n≤N(∆t)
‖µn − µ(n∆t)‖TV ≤ sup
n≤N(∆t)
n∑
n′=1
∥∥Fn−n′(µ(n′∆t))−Fn−n′−1(µ(n′∆t))∥∥
TV
≤ sup
n≤N(∆t)
en∆tCL
n∑
n′=1
∥∥F(µ(n′∆t))− µ(n′∆t)∥∥
TV
≤ eTCL
N(∆t)∑
n=1
∥∥F(µ(n∆t))− µ(n∆t)∥∥
TV
,
(7.2)
where µ(n∆t) are the laws of the exact solution to (3.1) evaluated on the time mesh. Since
the left-hand side of (7.2) dominates the weak error in Theorem 5.7, we reduce the study
of convergence to the consistency of local errors F(µ(n∆t)) − µ(n∆t) in the total variation
distance. We analyse the behaviour of local errors as ∆t goes to 0 in Section 8.1, but for
convergence we also need to consider the limit as L goes to +∞. To this end, we discuss in
Section 7.4 when we can have a uniform in L bound on the Lipschitz constants CL. With such
bound at hand, the question of convergence reduces to the study of the sum on the right-hand
side of (7.2), investigated in Section 8.2.
7.1. Lipschitz condition for general operators. In this short Section, we consider a map-
ping F : [0, h0]×P(X)→ P(X) and depict generic conditions so that it satisfies the appropriate
Lipschitz estimate. Our objective is to use these conditions in the case of the increment oper-
ator F(h, µ) = Fh(µ), and rigorously recover (7.1), the numerical stability of the micro-macro
acceleration method.
Lemma 7.1. Let h0 > 0 and consider a mapping F : [0, h0] × P(X) → P(X). Assume that
for all µ, ν ∈ P(X) and h ∈ [0, h0], it holds that
(i) F(0, µ) = µ,
(ii) the directional derivative ∂µF(h, µ; ν − µ) exists,
(iii) the Fréchet derivative ∂h∂µF(h, µ; ν − µ) exists.
Then, we have
‖F(h, ν)−F(h, µ)‖TV ≤ sup
0≤α,β≤1
‖∂h∂µF(hα, µβ; ν − µ)‖TV · h+ ‖ν − µ‖TV ,
where hα = (1− α)h0 and µβ = βµ+ (1− β)ν.
Proof. Define the mapping G : [0, h0] × P(X) → Mb(X) by putting G(h, µ) = F(h, µ) − µ.
Then G(0, ·) ≡ 0 and ∂h∂µG = ∂h∂µF . According to the mean value inequality for directional
derivatives (see Lemma 3.5), we get
‖G(h, ν)− G(h, µ)‖TV ≤ sup
0≤β≤1
‖∂µG(h, µβ ; ν − µ)‖TV ,
for every h ∈ [0, h0]. Since ∂µG(0, µβ ; ν − µ) = 0, the mean value theorem for vector-valued
functions of real variable gives
‖∂µG(h, µβ ; ν − µ)‖TV ≤ sup
0≤α≤1
‖∂h∂µG(hα, µβ ; ν − µ)‖TV · h,
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for every 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Combining these estimates and using the equivalence of mixed derivatives,
we obtain
‖G(h, ν)− G(h, µ)‖TV ≤ sup
0≤α,β≤1
‖∂h∂µF(hα, µβ ; ν − µ)‖TV · h,
which, together with
‖F(h, ν)−F(h, µ)‖TV ≤ ‖G(h, ν)− G(h, µ)‖TV + ‖ν − µ‖TV ,
leads to the conclusion. 
The directional derivatives are not necessarily linear with respect to the direction, so in
general we cannot say more about the total variation of the mixed derivative in Lemma 7.1.
However, if we can demonstrate, for other reasons, that the mixed derivative ∂h∂µF is at least
sublinear with respect to the direction, uniformly in h and µ, we can derive a Lipschitz estimate
for F . More precisely, the following result holds:
Corollary 7.2. Let F be the mapping from Lemma 7.1, and assume additionally that there is
a convex set C ⊂ P(X) and a constant CLip > 0 such that
‖∂h∂µF(h, µ; ν − µ)‖TV ≤ CLip‖ν − µ‖TV
for all h ∈ [0, h0] and µ, ν ∈ C . Then, we have
‖F(h, ν)−F(h, µ)‖TV ≤ (1 + CLip · h)‖ν − µ‖TV .
The last estimate is exactly (7.1) when F(∆t, ·) = F∆t, the increment operator. We de-
vote the remainder of this Section to the proper definition of F∆t and the confirmation of all
assumptions in Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 7.2.
7.2. One-step increment operator. Let us now detail the construction of the increment
operator F . Throughout this Section and Section 7.3, we fix L and the vector of restriction
functions R ∈ Cb(X,RL), so we do not indicate this parameter. Denote by M = M (X,R) the
corresponding moment space. To deal with the moment problem, see Definition 5.4, we first
define the appropriate projection operator into intM .
To this end, consider the compact curve in the moment space
γ(µ0, T ) = {R
(S∗t µ0) : t ∈ [0, T ]} ⊂ M ,
generated be the exact trajectory of the adjoint diffusion semigroup. The estimates on the
density in (A.1) imply, in particular, that µ0 has full support on X and is equivalent to the
Lebesgue measure. Therefore, according to Lemma 4.3, Rµ0 is in the interior of the moment
space, and, using Lemma A.1, we can see that the same holds true for the whole curve γ(µ0, T ).
In consequence, it is possible to choose a compact convex set K ⊂ RL with smooth boundary
such that
γ(µ0, T ) ⊂ intK ⊂ K ⊂ intM .
To see this, note that as γ(µ0, T ) is a compact subset of intM , the convex hull co γ(µ0, T ) is a
compact convex subset of intM . Since the distance function d = dist( · , co γ(µ0, T )) is convex
and non-expansive, the convolutions dε
.
= d ∗ δε, where δε ≥ 0 is the standard mollifier, are
non-negative smooth functions that converge to d uniformly on compact subsets of RL. Thus,
the level sets {dε < rε}, where rε .= max coγ(µ0,T ) dε, are convex supersets of co γ(µ0, T ) with
smooth boundary. By taking ε small enough, the uniform convergence on co γ(µ0, T ) guarantees
that K
.
= {dε < rε} is contained in intM , and we henceforth fix such K . Since the boundary
of K is smooth, the metric projection PK , from Definition 5.4, is also smooth on RL [24].
Before we proceed to the formula for the increment operator, let us establish two lemmas.
Recall that by R (K ) we denote the inverse image of K under R.
Lemma 7.3. The set R (K ) is a convex and weakly closed subset of P(X). It is weakly
compact in P(Td).
Proof. The convexity of R (K ) follows directly from the convexity of K . Note that the
condition Rl ∈ Cb(X) from Assumption 5.2 implies the continuity of the restriction R on P(X)
with respect to the weak convergence of probability measures. Thus R (K ) is a weakly closed
subset of P(X).
If X = Td, P(X) is weakly compact and the inverse image R (K ) as well. 
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For the next Lemma, recall that mK (∆t,∆τ, µ) is given by (5.3), the adjoint transition
operator S∗ of the Euler scheme by (3.8), and the domain of matching D(X,R) is depicted in
Definition 4.12.
Lemma 7.4. For every 0 < ∆τ ≤ ∆t and µ ∈ P(X), (mK (∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ) ∈ D(X,R).
Proof. From (3.8) we see that
S∗∆τµ(A) =
∫
A
∫
X
p(∆τ, x; ξ) dµ(ξ) dx,
so it has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. This, together with Assumption 5.2,
implies that the system {1, R1, . . . , RL} is independent modulo S∗∆τµ. Moreover, the density is
always positive, since, from the lower bound in (3.9), we have∫
X
p(∆τ, x; ξ) dµ(ξ) ≥ C
−1
∆τd/2
∫
X
exp
(
− c|x− ξ|
2
∆τ
)
dµ(ξ) > 0,
for all x ∈ X. Thus, the fact that supp(S∗∆τµ) = X and the way we fixed K guarantee that
the pair
(
mK (∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
belongs to the domain of matching, see the discussion after
Definition 4.12. 
Definition 7.5. The family of one-step increment operators F∆t,∆τ : R (K )→R (K ), with
parameters ∆t,∆τ such that 0 < ∆τ ≤ ∆t, reads as follows
F∆t,∆τ(µ) =M
(
mK (∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
.
Let us note that the invariance of R (K ) under F∆t,∆τ follows from the construction, since
we have for every µ ∈ R (K )
RF∆t∆τ (µ) = RM
(
mK (∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
= mK (∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ K .
The properties of matching imply F∆t,∆τ(µ) ≍ S∗∆τµ. In particular, F∆t,∆τ(µ) has full support
in X.
7.3. Derivatives and Lipschitz constant of one-step increment operator. For the pur-
pose of this Section, let us first define
(7.3) C
.
= R (K ) ∩ {µ ∈ P(X) : Eµ[| · |] ≤ A},
where A = A(µ0, T ) is a constant on the right-hand side of assumption (5.4), postulated in the
hypotheses of Theorem 5.7. Note that, by taking A large enough, we can have Eµ[| · |] ≤ A
for all µ ∈ P(Td), so C = R (K ) when X = Td. This shows that (7.3) is redundant for the
considerations on the torus. Nevertheless, for both cases of X, by Lemmas 3.3 and 7.3, the set
C is a convex, weakly compact subset of P(X) and all laws µ(n∆t) from estimate (7.2) belong
to C .
Without loss in generality, we consider also a compact, path connected subset T of (∆t,∆τ)-
space such that (0, 0) ∈ T and T \ {0, 0} ⊂ T 0 = {(∆t,∆τ) : 0 < ∆τ < ∆t < ∆t0} with
some fixed maximal extrapolation time step ∆t0. This is a technical assumption that allows us
to take advantage of the continuity of the increment operator on the compact domain T × C .
To see that it does not confine our considerations, note first that we can naturally define F0,0
as the identity operator on P(X). Moreover, having established the limit (5.6) with (∆t,∆τ)
ranging only in T , by the freedom in the choice of T , we obtain the same limiting behaviour
for all 0 < ∆τ < ∆t as written in (5.6).
With these assumptions at hand, we devote the remainder of this Section to proving that the
increment operator (∆t, µ) 7→ F∆t,∆τ(µ), with parameter ∆τ < ∆t, satisfies the assumptions
of Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 on the set [0,∆t0] × C , and a constant CL is uniform when
(µ,∆t,∆τ) range in T ×C . This leads, as we discussed in Section 7.1, to the desired Lipschitz
estimate (7.1).
First, note that assumption (i) from Lemma 7.1 holds for the increment operator F∆t,∆τ(µ),
a consequence of the projective propertyM(Rµ, µ) = µ of the matching operator. To show the
validity of all the other hypothesis, let us define p : T 0 ×R (K )→ Bm(X) as
(7.4) p(∆t,∆τ, µ) = λ
(
mK (∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)T
R−A(λ(mK (∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ),S∗∆τµ),
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with extension p(µ, 0, 0) = 0. The main result that we establish reads as follows.
Theorem 7.6. For every (∆t,∆τ) ∈ T 0, the directional derivative of p( · ,∆t,∆τ) exists in all
admissible directions η ∈ Mb(X) and it reads
∂µp(∆t,∆τ, µ; η) = 〈p1(∆t,∆τ, µ)|η〉TR + 〈p2(∆t,∆τ, µ)|η〉,
for some functions p1 : T 0 × R (K ) → Bm(X)L and p2 : T 0 × R (K ) → Bm(X) that are
Fréchet differentiable with respect to ∆t. Moreover, the norms ‖p‖∞, ‖p1‖∞, ‖p2‖∞ and the
norms of the derivatives ‖∂∆tp1‖∞, ‖∂∆tp2‖∞ are bounded on the set T × C .
The first part of Theorem 7.6, clearly yields assumptions (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 7.1. Before
we proceed to the proof, let us depict how the second part establishes the boundedness of the
mixed derivative from Corollary 7.2. Note that, in line with (4.6) and Definition 4.12, we can
write
F∆t,∆τ(µ) = ep(∆t,∆τ,µ)S∗∆τµ,
and by the differentiability of p and the linearity of S∗∆τ , the directional derivative of F∆t,∆τ(µ)
exists in all admissible directions η ∈ Mb(X). According to Lemma 3.5, the product rule gives
∂µF∆t,∆τ(µ; η) = ep(∆t,∆τ,µ)
[
∂µp(∆t,∆τ, µ; η)S∗∆τµ+ S
∗
∆τη
]
.
Recall that S∗∆τ can be extended to Mb(X) by employing formula (3.8). Next, using the chain
rule from Lemma 3.5, we calculate
∂∆t∂µF∆t,∆τ(µ; η) = ep(∆t,∆τ,µ)
×
{[
∂∆tp(∆t,∆τ, µ) · ∂µp(∆t,∆τ, µ; η) + ∂∆t∂µp(∆t,∆τ, µ; η)
]S∗∆τµ
+
[
∂∆tp(∆t,∆τ, µ; η) + 1
]S∗∆τη}.
From the contractivity of S∗∆τ in TV norm, which reads ‖S
∗
∆τη‖TV ≤ ‖η‖TV , and the bound
‖µ‖TV ≤ 1, valid for all probability distributions, we obtain
‖∂∆t∂µF∆t,∆τ(µ; η)‖TV ≤ e‖p(∆t,∆τ,µ)‖∞
×
{
‖∂∆tp(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖∞
(‖p1(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖∞‖R‖∞ + ‖p2(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖∞ + 1)
+ ‖∂∆tp1(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖∞‖R‖∞ + ‖∂∆tp2(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖∞ + 1
}
‖η‖TV .
Hence, Corollary 7.2, with C as in (7.3), and the boundedness of all norms in Theorem 7.6,
grant the estimate on the norm of the mixed derivative ‖∂∆t∂µF‖TV on the set T × C .
Proof. To simplify the formulas consider first the case when the projection is the identity, that
is, let us assume that mK (∆t,∆τ, µ) = m(∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ K . At the end of proof, we will
indicate what changes in the general situation and why it does not alter the results.
Part 1. The value of p(∆t,∆τ, µ), as we can see from formula (7.4), is an affine function in
Bm(X) with coefficients λ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
and A
(
λ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
,S∗∆τµ
)
. Thus,
the directional derivative ∂µp(∆t,∆τ, µ; η) exists, and it clearly has the form given in the
statement of Theorem 7.6, as soon as the directional derivatives of the coefficients exist. That
these derivatives exist can be seen from Theorem 4.13(iv), and we only need to compute the
functions p1 and p2.
From (4.12) and (5.3), we obtain
∂µλ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ; η)
= Dmλ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ)
〈[
I +
∆t
∆τ
(S∆τ − I)
]
R−S∆τep(∆t,∆τ,µ)
[
R−m(∆t,∆τ, µ)]∣∣η〉,
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and from (4.3)
∂µA
(
λ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
,S∗∆τµ; η
)
= ∇λA
(
λ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
,S∗∆τµ
)T
∂µλ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ; η) +
〈S∆τep(∆t,∆τ,µ)∣∣η〉
= m(∆t,∆τ, µ)T∂µλ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ; η) +
〈S∆τep(∆t,∆τ,µ)∣∣η〉.
Comparing these two derivatives with (7.4) yields
p1(∆t,∆τ, µ) = Dmλ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ)
{[
I +
∆t
∆τ
(S∆τ − I)
]
R
− S∆τep(∆t,∆τ,µ)
[
R−m(∆t,∆τ, µ)]},
p2(∆t,∆τ, µ) = m(∆t,∆τ, µ)
Tp1(∆t,∆τ, µ) + S∆τep(∆t,∆τ,µ).
We can now infer the existence of the (Fréchet) derivatives ∂∆tp1 and ∂∆tp2 by a careful
inspection of the formulas for p1 and p2. We do not need to write down the complete derivatives
explicitly; it is enough for our purpose to delineate their main components.
First, we look closely at differentiating Dmλ. To this end, note that
∂∆tλ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
= Dmλ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)
∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ).
By the successive application of calculus’ rules, we can observe that the derivatives ∂∆tp1 and
∂∆tp2 contain the following expressions (here we use the abbreviation x
.
= (m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ)
for the pair we match):
Dmλ(x) =
(
∇2
λ
A
(
λ(x),S∗∆τµ
))−1
(see (4.11))
∂∆tDmλ(x) = −Dmλ(x)
(
∂∆t∇2λA
(
λ(x),S∗∆τµ
))
Dmλ(x),
∂∆t∇2λA
(
λ(x),S∗∆τµ
)
= Eµ
[(
∂∆te
p(∆t,µ)
)
RRT
]
− 2m(∆t,∆τ, µ)(∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ))T
= Eµ
[
ep(∆t,µ)
(
∂∆tp(∆t, µ)
)
RRT
]
− 2m(∆t,∆τ, µ)(∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ))T,
∂∆tp(∆t,∆τ, µ) =
(
∂∆tλ(x)
)T
R−∇λA
(
λ(x),S∗∆τµ
)T
∂∆tλ(x),
=
(
R−m(∆t,∆τ, µ))TDmλ(x)∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ).
Moreover, the function ∇2
λ
A is jointly continuous in both of its arguments.
Second, the partial derivative in ∆t of
[
I + (∆t/∆τ)(S∆τ − I)
]
R reads simply
∂∆t
{[
I +
∆t
∆τ
(S∆τ − I)
]
R
}
= (∆τ)−1(S∆τ − I)R.
Note that both this function and its derivative do not depend on the probability measure µ.
Third, m(∆t,∆τ, µ) is given, according to (5.2), as Eµ
[[
I + (∆t/∆τ)(S∆τ − I)
]
R
]
. By the
linearity of the expectation we get from the previous formula
∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ) = (∆τ)
−1
Eµ
[
(S∆τ − I)R
]
.
To sum up, the ‖ · ‖∞-norms of p, p1, p2, and their (Fréchet) derivatives with respect to ∆t
exist, and all depend on the the combination of:
• the ‖ · ‖-norms of λ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ),
where (∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ T 0 ×R (K );
• the ‖ · ‖∞-norms of
[
I + (∆t/∆τ)(S∆τ − I)
]
R and (∆τ)−1(S∆τ − I)R,
where (∆t,∆τ) ∈ T 0; and
• the ‖ · ‖-norms of m(∆t,∆τ, µ) and ∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ),
where (∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ T 0 ×R (K ).
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Moreover, when we consider the general case with the projection PK , the resulting formulas
involve additionally the expressions containing PK (m),DPK (m) and D2PK (m), where m
belongs to the tubular neighbourhood of K within distance ∆t0.
Part 2. We now restrict R (K ) to C and replace T 0 with T . The main obstacle at this
point is that, by switching to T , we need to study the behaviour of functions listed above
around (∆t,∆τ) = (0, 0) and investigate what happens when (∆t,∆τ) converges to (0, 0) in
the set T .
To this end, we first look at the mapping ∆τ 7→ (∆τ)−1(S∆τ − I)R. By adding and sub-
tracting the diffusion semigroup S∆τ , we split
(∆τ)−1(S∆τ − I)R = (∆τ)−1(S∆τ − S∆τ )R+ (∆τ)−1(S∆τ − I)R.
For the first summand, we use (3.10) to estimate (see also Lemma A.2)
‖(S∆τ − S∆τ )R‖∞ ≤ C‖R‖∞ (∆τ)
(1−d)/2
K
sup
ξ∈X
∫
X
exp
(
− c|x− ξ|
2
∆τ
)
dx
≤ C‖R‖∞
√
∆τ
K
≤ C‖R‖∞(∆τ)3/2,
where in the last bound, we used the fact that K is proportional to (∆τ)−1. Since the co-
ordinates of R ∈ C 20 (X,RL) belong to the domain of the generator L, the second summand,
as ∆τ goes to 0, convergences in the ‖ · ‖∞-norm to LR = (LR1, . . . ,LRL)T. Moreover, on
C 20 (X) the generator L is a second order differential operator, see (3.5), thus we can estimate
the norm ‖LR‖∞ by const · ‖R‖2,∞, with a constant that depends only on the bounds on the
drift and diffusion coefficients. We conclude that the mapping ∆τ 7→ (∆τ)−1(S∆τ − I)R is
continuous on [0,∆t0] with norm bounded by C‖R‖2,∞ and a constant that depends only on
∆t0 and the drift and diffusion coefficients of equation (3.1). The same is obviously true for[
I + (∆t/∆τ)(S∆τ − I)
]
R with (∆t,∆τ) ranging in T .
Consequently, we can also infer the boundedness of m(∆t,∆τ, µ) and ∂∆tm(∆t,∆τ, µ) on
T × C , with uniform bound on their ‖ · ‖-norms by C‖R‖2,∞. Recall that m(µ; 0, 0) = Rµ
and S0µ = µ. Thus, by the continuity of (m, µ) 7→ λ(m, µ) on D(X,R) (Theorem 4.13) we
have
(7.5) λ
(
m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ
)→ 0 = λ(0, µ) as (∆t,∆τ)→ (0, 0),
for every µ ∈ C . Accordingly, the mapping (∆t,∆τ, µ) 7→ λ(m(∆t,∆τ, µ),S∗∆τµ) is continuous
at all points (0, 0, µ), where µ ∈ C . Lemma 7.4 guarantees that this mapping is continuous on
T \ {(0, 0)} × C . Therefore, it is bounded on the compact set T × C .
Finally, the boundedness of PK and its derivatives is a consequence of the smoothness of K
and the compactness of its tubular neighbourhood. 
7.4. Boundedness of Lipschitz constants in the number of macroscopic variables.
The goal of this Section is to extend the boundedness of norms on T × CL from Theorem 7.6
to the uniform boundedness in L, the number of macroscopic state variables.
First, let us set some notation. We consider a family of convex sets KL ⊂ RL, L ≥ 1, with
smooth boundaries and uniformly bounded diameters, such that
γL(µ0, T ) = {RL(S∗t µ0) : t ∈ [0, T ]} ⊂ intKL ⊂ KL ⊂ intML,(7.6a)
R L(KL) ⊇ R L+1(KL+1) ⊇ . . . ⊇ {S∗t µ0 : t ∈ [0, T ]}.(7.6b)
We indicate at the end of Section 7.4.2 how to modify the procedure for constructing K from
Section 7.2 to obtain such a family, and how to construct appropriate projections. As in the
beginning of Section 7.3, we accordingly define the decreasing family of weakly compact sets
C0 = {µ ∈ P(X) : Eµ[| · |] ≤ A}, CL = R L(KL) ∩ {µ ∈ P(X) : Eµ[| · |] ≤ A},
with constant A = A(µ0, T ) postulated in Theorem 5.7.
In this Section, we will work with assumption (5.5) that gives a uniform bound (with con-
stant A) on the value of relative entropy. By the second part of the proof of Theorem 7.6, it
is enough to ensure the boundedness of Lagrange multipliers λL and the norms ‖RL‖2,∞ of
the restriction functions. The norms of restriction functions are bounded in L due to Assump-
tion 5.2, so we concentrate on the Lagrange multipliers. In Section 7.4.1, we consider the case
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when the extrapolated moments are admissible for all L. Then, in Section 7.4.2, we construct
a sequence KL, used for projections, that satisfies the properties listed in (7.6) and show how
these properties help to establish boundedness in the general case.
7.4.1. Boundedness with admissible moments. Fix (∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ T ×C0 and assume thatmL =
mL(∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ KL for all L. By the definition of extrapolation in (5.2), mL = (m1, . . . ,mL)
is a hierarchy of admissible macroscopic states, that ismL+1 = (mL,mL+1). The bound in (5.5)
implies that lim supL→+∞ I(µL‖S
∗
∆τµ) < +∞, where µL = FL(∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ CL is the value of
increment operator with Lmacroscopic variables. Since the level sets of I( · ‖S∗∆τµ) are compact
in the weak topology, {µL} converges weakly, up to a subsequence, to a probability measure ν.
Here and in what follows, we do not change the index while passing to a subsequence. As all
restriction functions are bounded and continuous, we have that
Eν [RL] = mL,
for all L ≥ 1. Moreover, by the lower semicontinuity of relative entropy, we get
I(ν||S∗∆τµ) ≤ lim inf
L→+∞
I(µL‖S∗∆τµ) < +∞.
Therefore, the assumptions of Proposition 4.10 hold, and there exist a unique measure µ∞ that
minimises relative entropy to S∗∆τµ constrained on Eν [RL] = mL, for all L ≥ 1.
The properties of minimum relative entropy moment matching, see [32, Thm. 4], imply that
the optimal solutions µL = M(mL,S∗∆τµ) converge in total variation distance to µ∞. The
measure µ∞ is absolutely continuous with respect to S∗∆τµ, and if we denote by exp(p∞) ∈
L 1(S∗∆τµ) its density, we get
(7.7) exp
(
λTLRL −A(λL,S
∗
∆τµ)
) −→ exp(p∞) in L 1(S∗∆τµ) as L→ +∞,
where λL = λ
(
mL,S∗∆τµ
)
are Lagrange multipliers corresponding to µL. Moreover, since the
relative entropy I(µ∞||µL) goes to zero as well, from the Pythagorean identity, Theorem 4.13(i),
we get
(7.8) 0 ≤ λTLmL −A(λL,S
∗
∆τµ)
)
= I(µL||S∗∆τµ)ր I(µ∞||S
∗
∆τµ) as L→ +∞.
Setting c = −I(µ∞||S∗∆τµ) and dividing (7.7) by the exponential of (7.8) we arrive at
(7.9) exp
(
λTL(RL −mL)
) −→ exp (c · p∞) in L 1(S∗∆τµ) as L→ +∞.
Suppose now that the sequence ‖λL‖ is unbounded and restrict to a subsequence for which
‖λL‖ increases monotonically to infinity as L increases. We will show that this subsequence
itself always contains a bounded subsequence, which leads to a contradiction and establishes
boundedness of the initial sequence.
Passing to yet another subsequence, we can assume that the convergence in (7.9) occurs S∗∆τµ
almost surely, and by the continuity of exp, the sequence λTL(RL−mL) converges S
∗
∆τµ-a.s. to
c · p∞. We can now restrict the configuration space X to a subset X˜ of positive S∗∆τµ-measure
on which the convergence is uniform and all these functions are uniformly bounded. Indeed,
Egoroff’s theorem [7, Thm. 2.2.1] yields the uniform convergence outside a set of arbitrarily
small S∗∆τµ-measure. Since exp(c · p∞) ∈ L 1(S
∗
∆τµ), Chebyshev inequality [7, Thm. 2.5.3]
implies that this function is bounded outside a set of arbitrarily small S∗∆τµ-measure, thus
c · p∞ is bounded from above on this subset. The boundedness from below follows from the
fact that exp(c · p∞) is a probability density, and thus the measure S∗∆τµ({c · p∞ ≤ −n}) must
be arbitrarily small for n large enough. Finally, after rejecting all these small subsets, we can
restrict the configuration space to an appropriate X˜, and as λTL(RL−mL) converges uniformly
to the bounded function c · p∞, it is itself uniformly bounded.
Consider now the functions λTL(RL − mL) and c · p∞ as elements of the Lebesgue space
L 2(X˜,S∗∆τµ) with the scalar product 〈 ·, · 〉2. By Assumption 5.2, the functions Rl − ml are
linearly independent on X˜. Let R˜L = QL(RL−mL) be the orthonormal system in L 2(X˜,S∗∆τµ)
obtained by the Gram-Schmidt procedure with with upper-triangular matrices QL. If we denote
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λ˜L = Q
T
LλL, the corresponding Lagrange multipliers, it holds λ˜
T
LR˜L = λ
T
L(RL−mL), and from
uniform convergence and orthogonality we get
λ˜
T
Lλ˜L = 〈λ˜
T
LR˜L, λ˜
T
LR˜L〉2 = 〈λTL(RL −mL),λTL(RL −mL)〉2 −→ c2〈p∞, p∞〉2.
In particular, the sequence λ˜
T
Lλ˜L = λ
T
L(QLQ
T
L)λL is bounded. Moreover, the quadratic form
on RL induced by the matrix QLQTL satisfies
vTL(QLQ
T
L)vL ≥ spmin(QLQTL)‖v‖2,
for every vL ∈ RL where spmin(·) returns the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix.
Applying the foregoing inequality with vL = λL, we get
(7.10) ‖λL‖2 ≤ 1
spmin(QLQTL)
λ˜
T
Lλ˜L.
From the definition of matrices QL, it follows that QLQTL = (HL)
−1, where (HL)k,l = 〈Rk −
mk, Rl −ml〉2. Using the Spectral Mapping Theorem we obtain
1
spmin(QLQTL)
= spmax(HL) ≤ ‖HL‖ ≤
( L∑
k,l=1
|〈Rk −mk, Rl −ml〉2|2
)1/2
≤
(
2
L∑
l=1
‖Rl −ml‖2∞
)1/2
,
where, in the last estimate, we used the fact that S∗∆τµ is a sub-probability measure on X˜.
Assumption 5.2 ensures that the sequence spmin(QLQTL)
−1 is bounded in L, and thus (7.10)
establishes the boundedness of {λL}, which leads to the announced contradiction.
Let us now consider the dependence on (∆t,∆τ, µ). Since we already have established the
boundedness of {‖λL(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖}L≥1, with fixed parameters, (7.8) yields further the bound
(7.11) ‖λL(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖ ≤ const
(‖RL‖, ‖mL(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖, I(µ∞‖S∗∆τµ)),
with µ∞ minimising relative entropy to S∗∆τµ constrained on Eµ∞ [RL] = mL(∆t,∆τ, µ), L ≥ 1.
We need to investigate the supremum over L ≥ 1 and (∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ T × C0 on the right-
hand side of (7.10). The value of supL ‖RL‖ is finite by Assumption 5.2; the extrapolated
moments satisfy mL(∆t,∆τ, µ) ∈ KL and, since the diameters of KL are bounded, the norms
‖mL(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖ are uniformly bounded both in L and in (∆t,∆τ, µ). Therefore, we can
rewrite (7.11) as
(7.12) ‖λL(∆t,∆τ, µ)‖ ≤ const· I(µ∞‖S∗∆τµ).
The right-hand side does not depend on L any more, it is a function of (∆t,∆τ, µ) solely.
The value of the relative entropy I(µ∞‖S∗∆τµ) can be in general infinite. This can happen
whenever there does not exist any µ∞ that has correct moments, or such µ∞ exists but has
infinite relative entropy with respect to S∗∆τµ. These two cases are not ruled out by the definition
and the properties of the matching operator established in Sections 4.3 and 4.4; the results
presented there give a good control over the relative entropy minimisation only for finite and
fixed number of extrapolated moments.
In our case however, assumption (5.5) guarantees that the micro-macro acceleration proce-
dure advances within the values of (∆t,∆τ, µ) for which the "infinite" relative entropy min-
imisation procedure is solvable, with the value of relative entropy bounded by A uniformly in
(∆t,∆τ, µ). In consequence, (7.12) ensures the uniform bound for the Lagrange multipliers in
both L and (∆t,∆τ, µ). This in turn, as the derivations in Section 7.3 reveal, yields a Lipschitz
constant in (7.1) that is independent of L.
7.4.2. Boundedness with projected moments. We finish our consideration related to the numer-
ical stability with a short investigation of the influence of projection into the moment space on
the whole procedure. The conditions in (7.6), together with the following property of projections
(7.13) (PKL+1mL+1)l = (PKLmL)l, l ≤ L, if mL+1 = (mL,mL+1), mL /∈ KL,
allow us to prove the boundedness as follows.
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First note that if the extrapolated moment vector mL = mL(∆t,∆τ, µ) does not belong to
KL, then mL+1 does not belong to KL+1, a consequence of (7.6b). Thus either the sequence
{mL} is admissible for all L, and we find ourselves in the setting of Section 7.4.1, or there is L0
such that mL /∈ KL for all L ≥ L0. In the latter case, we perform matchings with the projected
vectors m˜L = PKLmL ∈ KL. According to (7.13), the sequence {m˜L}L≥L0 forms a hierarchy
of macroscopic states, that is m˜L+1 = (m˜L, m˜L+1), for L ≥ L0. Hence, we can apply the result
of Section 7.4.1, this time with the the sequence {m˜L}L≥L0, which gives the boundedness in
this case as well.
Finally, let us concisely present a construction of KL that satisfies (7.6), along with projection
operators such that (7.13) holds. Assume that, for some L ≥ 1, we already have such a set
KL. Consider the cylinder KL × R ⊂ RL+1. Since γL ⊂ intKL, by (7.6a), it follows that
γL+1 ⊂ int(KL ×R). Because γL+1 is a compact subset of intML+1, we can find small enough
ε > 0 such that the ε-deflation (ML+1)ε = {mL+1 ∈ ML+1 : dist(mL+1, bdML+1) ≥ ε}
contains γL+1 in its interior. Consequently, the intersection KL+1,ε = (KL × R) ∩ (ML+1)ε
satisfies (7.6). We can now smooth KL+1,ε in a way that preserves the (already smooth) part
of its boundary consisting of the boundary of the cylinder. The procedure to do this is more
involved than the one described in Section 7.2, and we only refer to the results presented in [19].
We define KL+1 as given by this smoothing; KL+1 clearly satisfies (7.6) as well.
Finally, to guarantee (7.13), we define PKL+1 as follows. If the extrapolated macroscopic
state mL+1 = (mL,mL+1) is such that mL /∈ KL, then mL+1 /∈ KL × R, and we first project
mL+1 onto bd(KL ×R), the boundary of KL ×R. Then, if needed, we perform the projection
inside bd(KL × R) onto the boundary of KL+1. This procedure is smooth, as a composition
of two smooth metric projections, and makes sure that (7.13) holds. If mL ∈ KL but mL+1 /∈
KL+1, it means that only the last coordinate mL+1 is problematic. In this case, we know that
mL+1 ∈ KL × R, and we define PKL+1mL+1 as a projection along the line mL × R onto the
nearest point on the boundary of KL+1. This is well defined, by the convexity of KL+1, and
smoothly extends the previous projection mapping.
8. Analysis of local errors and convergence of micro-macro acceleration
method
Following the considerations in Section 7, which led to the estimate (7.2) on the global error
in total variation, it only remains to quantify the following local errors
(8.1) e(ρ(t),R; ∆t,∆τ)
.
=
∥∥ρ(t+∆t)−M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥
TV
/∆t,
where R ∈ Cb(X,RL) is a vector of restriction functions, 0 < ∆τ < ∆t, and ρ(t) is the density
of µ(t), the law of the exact solution Xt of (3.1), with initial density ρ0, see Section 5. Here
and throughout this Section, ρ(t + ∆τ) is the density of S∗∆τµ(t) obtained from the Euler
method (3.8) with the initial condition µ(t) and final time ∆τ .
As in Section 7.3, we assume that ∆t ≤ ∆t0 with fixed ∆t0 > ∆τ , but here we take ∆t0
small enough, so that the extrapolation satisfies m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)) ∈ intM and the matching
in (8.1) is well defined. The value of ∆t0 depends of course on the initial density ρ0, but we will
show in Section 8.1 that it can be chosen uniformly along the trajectory of diffusion semigroup
on fixed time horizon T > 0. This makes the moment projection in (5.3) redundant throughout
the analysis of local errors.
Let us now shortly describe our strategy. First, we are interested in the limit
(8.2) e(ρ(t),R)
.
= lim sup
∆τ,∆t→0
0<∆τ≤∆t
e(ρ(t),R; ∆t,∆τ),
that represents the error due to extrapolation with finite number of moments over an infinites-
imal time step. The results in Section 8.1 will imply in particular that
(8.3) e(ρ(t),R) ≤
√
J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(R)
[R(L∗ρ(t))]2.
Here J (t) is the Fisher information defined in (6.7) and the precision matrix V−1 is well defined
by Lemma 4.6.
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Second, we consider the limit as the number of moments L goes to infinity. This procedure
requires employing the hierarchy of macroscopic variables {RL}L≥1 from Section 5 and satis-
fying Assumption 5.2. With this assumption at hand, we will demonstrate in Section 8.2 that
first taking the time steps ∆τ,∆t to zero, and then the number of moments L to infinity, makes
the cumulative local error vanish:
(8.4) lim sup
L→+∞
lim sup
∆τ,∆t→0
0<∆τ≤∆t
N(∆t)−1∑
n=0
e(ρ(n∆t),RL; ∆t,∆τ)∆t = 0.
Note that the sum in (8.4) is exactly the last term in (7.2) and, together with the considerations
on the numerical stability presented in Section 7, (8.4) implies the convergence of the micro-
macro acceleration method, as stated in Theorem 5.7.
8.1. Estimation of error due to finite dimensional extrapolation. Consider once again
the convex and compact set K ⊂ intM , introduced in Section 7.2, whose interior contains the
curve γ(µ0, T ) of moments traced by the true evolution of SDE (3.1) up to time T . By choosing
∆t0 small enough, we guarantee, due to Definition 5.4 (of extrapolation), that for all t ∈ [0, T ]
we have m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)) ∈ K . In consequence, the moments extrapolated from the solution
ρ(t) are always feasible and uniformly bounded with respect to t. This justifies the definition
of the local error in (8.1), and now we can formulate the result that we prove in this Section.
Theorem 8.1. Let ρ(t) be the density of the solution to SDE (3.1) with elliptic generator L
(Assumption 3.6), and with initial random variable whose law µ0 satisfies Assumption 5.1. Fix
a vector of functions R ∈ Cb(X,RL), non-constant and independent modulo Lebesgue, which
generate the restriction operator R, and a time ∆t0 > 0 such that
γ(µ0, T ) + B(∆t0) ⊂ K ,
where B(∆t0) ⊂ RL is a ball of radius ∆t0 centred at 0. Then for all t ∈ [0, T ] and all
0 < ∆τ < ∆t ≤ ∆t0 we have
e(ρ(t),R; ∆t,∆τ) ≤
√
J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(R)
[R(L∗ρ(t))]2 + o((∆τ)0)+O(√∆t),
with constants uniform in t,∆τ,∆t.
Note that Theorem 8.1 clearly yields (8.3).
Proof. To begin with, we introduce the moments obtained from the exact flow
m˜(∆t, ρ(t))
.
= Rρ(t+∆t).
We use the triangle inequality thrice to split the numerator of (8.1) into the difference between:
(i) the solution at t + ∆t and the matching of prior with the moments of the solution (8.5a);
(ii) two matchings with the same prior but different moments (8.5b); and (iii) two matchings
with different priors but same moments (8.5c).
‖ρ(t+∆t)−M(m(ρ(t); ∆t,∆τ), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥
TV
≤ ∥∥ρ(t+∆t)−M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ))∥∥
TV
(8.5a)
+
∥∥M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ)) −M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ))∥∥
TV
(8.5b)
+
∥∥M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ)) −M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥
TV
.(8.5c)
To finish the proof, we establish the appropriate estimates for every term in (8.5).
Estimate on (8.5c). In this case, as we match with the same moments but different priors,
we can use Theorem 4.14. To this end define
Γ
.
= K ×
{
µ ∈ P(X) : C
−1
(1 + 2T )d/2
exp
(− 2c|x|2) ≤ dµ
dx
(x) ≤ C exp
(
− |x|
2
c(1 + 2T )
)}
.
Lemma A.1 ensures that ρ(t+∆τ) and p(t+∆τ) satisfy the bounds in the definition of Γ. The
compactness of K combined with the uniform control on the tails of all densities ρ, imply that
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Γ is compact in ‖ · ‖×weak topology on RL×P(X), and the validity of inclusion Γ ⊂ D(X,R)
follows from (4.10). As a result, we can apply Theorem 4.14 and Lemma A.2, to get∥∥M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ)) −M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥
TV
≤ C‖ρ(t+∆τ) − ρ(t+∆τ)‖TV ≤ C
√
∆τ
K
= O((∆τ)3/2),
with constant C independent of t, ∆t, and K. The last asymptotic equality holds due to the
assumption that K is of the order of (∆τ)−1.
Estimate on (8.5b). Here, note that both matchings have the same prior. Based on the
continuity of the matching in the weak topology on P(X) and its differentiability in moments
(Theorem 4.13), we can argue that the function
K × [0, T ] ∈ (m, t) 7→ λ(m, ρ(t))
is bounded and globally Lipschitz inm with constant uniform in t. This boundedness, combined
with the exponential form of the matching and Lemma 4.5, leads to the estimate∥∥M(m˜(ρ(t);∆t), ρ(t+∆τ)) −M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥
TV
≤
∥∥∥ exp(λ(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ))
−A(λ(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ)), ρ(t +∆τ)))
− exp
(
λ(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ)
)
−A(λ(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ)), ρ(t +∆τ)))∥∥∥
∞
≤ C∥∥λ(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ)) − λ(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥,
(8.6)
where C = C(‖R‖∞) · exp
(
supK ×[0,T ] ‖λ(m, ρ(t))‖2
)
. Moreover, the Lipschitz continuity of
m 7→ λ(m, ρ(t)) and the differentiability of matching with respect to the extrapolated moments
(Theorem 4.13(iii)) yields
(8.7) ‖λ(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ)) − λ(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))‖
≤ ( sup
K ×[0,T ]
‖Dmλ(m, ρ(t))‖
)‖m˜(∆t, ρ(t))−m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t))‖.
To estimate the difference between the exact and extrapolated moments we employ elliptic
regularity theory, see [45, Ch. 3], which implies that (i) the function t 7→ Rρ(t) = Eρ(t)[R] is
smooth for all t > 0; (ii) its first derivative is R(L∗ρ(t)); and (iii) the higher order derivatives
are bounded by C‖R‖∞, uniformly in t ∈ (0, T ]. Hence, for all ∆t > 0, we have
Rρ(t+∆t) = Rρ(t) + ∆tR(L∗ρ(t)) + rρ(t)
(
(∆t)2
)
.
The remainder term r is given by the expectations of products of R, a, b, and its derivatives up
to fourth order, evaluated on the process X at some (random) time between 0 and ∆t. The
explicit formula is rather complex, but can be conveniently presented using, for example, rooted
tree theory, see [43]. Since the derivatives of Rρ(t) are bounded, we can estimate
rρ(t)
(
(∆t)2
) ≤ O((∆t)2),
with constants independent of ρ(t). Using expansion of R(ρ(t+∆t)) together with the estimate
on the remainder r, we obtain
(8.8) ‖m˜(∆t, ρ(t)) −m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t))‖ ≤ ∆t
∥∥∥R(L∗ρ(t)− S∗∆τρ(t)− ρ(t)
∆τ
)∥∥∥+O((∆t)2),
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with constants in front of (∆t)2 uniform in t ∈ [0, T ]. The coefficient by ∆t is o(1) as ∆τ → 0.
Indeed, adding and subtracting S∗∆τρ(t) in the numerator, we can estimate∥∥∥R(L∗ρ(t)− S∗∆τρ(t)− ρ(t)
∆τ
)∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥R(L∗ρ(t))− Rρ(t+∆τ) −Rρ(t)
∆τ
∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥Eρ(t)[S∆τR]− Eρ(t)[S∆τR]
∆τ
∥∥∥.
Here, we employed (3.7) and its counterpart for S∆τ . The first summand vanishes as ∆τ goes
to zero, whereas for the second one we have, from Lemma A.2,∥∥Eρ(t)[S∆τR]− Eρ(t)[S∆τR]∥∥ ≤ C√∆τ
K
= O((∆τ)3/2),
since K is proportional to (∆τ)−1. Combining (8.6), (8.7), and (8.8) we obtain
‖M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)),S∗∆τρ(t))−M(m(∆t,∆τ, ρ(t)),S∗∆τρ(t))∥∥TV ≤ ∆t · o((∆τ)0)+O((∆t)2),
with all constants uniform in t ∈ [0, T ].
Estimate on (8.5a). From Pinsker’s inequality, we get∥∥ρ(t+∆t)−M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ))∥∥
TV
≤
√
2 I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ))).
As we match with the exact moments of ρ(t+∆t), we can use (6.1), and apply expansion (6.14)
to get
(8.9) I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t +∆τ)))
=
(∆t−∆τ)2
2
(J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(R)[R(L∗ρ(t))]2)+O((∆t−∆τ)3).
Note that, since the relative entropy is non-negative, the coefficient by (∆t)2 has to be non-
negative as well. Hence, we obtain the following estimate
‖ρ(t+∆t)−M(m˜(∆t, ρ(t)), ρ(t+∆τ))∥∥
TV
≤ (∆t)
√
J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(R)
[R(L∗ρ(t))]2+O((∆t)3/2),
with uniform constants in O term resulting from the considerations in Section 6. 
8.2. Consistency of local errors with hierarchies of moments. In this final Section, we
expose the proof of (8.4). At this point, we adopt all the hypothesis in Theorem 5.7, and
consider first the cumulative error of local discretisation errors (8.1). Theorem 8.1 yields
N(∆t)−1∑
n=0
e(ρ(n∆t),R; ∆t,∆τ)∆t
≤
N(∆t)−1∑
n=0
√
J (n∆t)− V−1ρ(n∆t)(R)
[R(L∗ρ(n∆t))]2∆t
+ T · (o((∆τ)0)+O(√∆t)),
over N(∆t) steps of micro-macro acceleration method with fixed initial condition ρ0. Note
that, the first expression on the right-hand side is a Riemann sum on [0, T ] for the regular grid
{n∆t : n = 0, . . . , N(∆t)− 1}. Thus, in the limit as the time steps ∆τ,∆t tend to zero, we get
(8.10) lim sup
∆τ,∆t→0
0<∆τ≤∆t
N(∆t)−1∑
n=0
e(ρ(n∆t),R; ∆t,∆τ)∆t ≤
∫ T
0
√
J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(R)
[R(L∗ρ(t))]2 dt
Next, we consider a hierarchy of restriction functions {RL}L≥1 that defines a sequence of
restriction operators RL, see Assumption (5.2). Let us fix t and write (8.9) as follows
(8.11) J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(RL)
[RL(L∗ρ(t))]2 = I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥M(RLρ(t+∆t), ρ(t)))
(∆t)2
+OL
(
∆t
)
,
which is valid for all ∆t > 0 small enough, and where we write OL to indicate the dependence
on the vector RL of the constant in front of ∆t. This constant is bounded in L because the
left-hand side of (8.11) is bounded from above by J (t), and the first term on the right-hand
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side is bounded by I(ρ(t +∆t)‖ρ(t))/(∆t)2. Thus, we can take lim sup, as L tends to infinity,
on both sides of (8.11) to obtain
lim sup
L→+∞
(
J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(RL)
[RL(L∗ρ(t))]2)
≤ lim sup
L→+∞
I(ρ(t+∆t)∥∥M(RLρ(t+∆t), ρ(t)))
(∆t)2
+O(∆t).
Assumption 5.2 guarantees that the entropy between the target measure ρ(t + ∆t) and the
matching of prior ρ(t) with the moments coming from the target, goes to zero (even monoton-
ically) as the number of moments used increases, see [8, Cor. 3.3]. This means that
lim sup
L→+∞
(
J (t)− V−1ρ(t)(RL)
[RL(L∗ρ(t))]2) ≤ O(∆t),
and since ∆t can be arbitrarily small, we conclude that this limit is zero.
We just demonstrated that the integrand in (8.10) converges pointwise to zero as L goes to
infinity. Since the integrand in (8.10) is bounded by the continuous function t → √J (t), the
whole integral is zero in the same limit and (8.10) yields the validity of (8.4).
9. Conclusions and outlook
We presented a detailed study of a micro-macro acceleration method for the simulation of
stiff SDEs. The method combines short bursts of path simulations with forward in time extrap-
olation of a few macroscopic state variables. It relies crucially on the constrained minimisation
of relative entropy to obtain a new microscopic distribution consistent with the extrapolated
macroscopic states.
The nexus of our studies is Theorem 5.7. This result establishes the convergence, under a
number of assumptions, of the micro-macro acceleration method to the exact dynamics of the
SDE, in the limit when the extrapolation time step vanishes and the number of macroscopic
state variables tends to infinity. Besides that, we grouped the manuscript into three distinct
parts: expansion of relative entropy in the extrapolation time step, numerical stability of the
method, and the asymptotic behaviour of local errors with vanishing extrapolation time step.
The proof of convergence relies on all three elements, but these results are of interest on their
own and, especially for a fixed number of macroscopic state variables, have been proved under
less strict assumptions than Theorem 5.7.
The present study revealed many challenges in the theoretical analysis of the micro-macro
acceleration method, like the need to deal properly with the infeasibility of extrapolated macro-
scopic states and with a non-compact configuration space. To pursue this track of research,
we will need to study the method with adaptive extrapolation time step and investigate the
properties of relative entropy minimisation procedure based on unbounded restriction functions.
From the numerical perspective, this work can be complemented with the analysis of adaptive
selection of all method parameters, and in particular, on the simultaneous choice of the number
of macroscopic state variables as a function of extrapolation time step for a given accuracy.
In [12], the method was tested on the FENE dumbbells model, where stiffness comes from
the boundedness of the configuration space. To further study the efficiency of the method, we
should also consider problems with an explicitly present time scale separation, using slow-fast
systems of SDEs as model problems.
Appendix A. Estimates for the densities of the process and the convergence of
the Euler scheme on Rd
In this Appendix, we work in the case X = Rd and derive some consequences of the bounds
(A.1) C−1 exp(−c|x|2) ≤ ρ0(x) ≤ C exp(−|x|2/c),
that we put as Assumption 5.1 in Section 5 on the density of the law µ0 of the initial random
variable X0. First, note that Assumption 3.6 guarantees that the laws of the process (Xt)0:T ,
satisfying (3.1) with initial condition X0, have densities for all t ∈ [0, T ], and
ρ(t, x) =
∫
Rd
p(t, x; ξ)ρ0(ξ) dξ.
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Lemma A.1. If Assumptions 3.6 and bounds (A.1) hold, we have the following Gaussian
estimate for all t ∈ [0, T ]
C−1
(1 + 2t)d/2
exp
(− 2c|x|2) ≤ ρ(t, x) ≤ C exp(− |x|2
c(1 + 2t)
)
.
Proof. Fix t > 0 and x ∈ Rd. Combining (3.2) with (A.1) gives
(A.2) ρ(t, x) ≤ C
td/2
∫
Rd
exp
(
− |x− ξ|
2 + t|ξ|2
ct
)
dξ.
Note, that the estimate |x−ξ| ≥ ∣∣|x|−|ξ|∣∣, and the Cauchy inequality with ε > 0, yield together
|x− ξ|2 ≥ (1− ε)|x|2 − ((1 − ε)/ε)|ξ|2. So, whenever ε < 1, we have
|ξ|2 ≥ ε|x|2 − (ε/(1− ε))|x − ξ|2,
and plugging this into (A.2) produces
(A.3) ρ(t, x) ≤ C
td/2
exp
(
− ε|x|
2
c
)∫
Rd
exp
(
−
(
1− tε/(1− ε))|x− ξ|2
ct
)
dξ.
We choose ε = 1/(1+ 2t) < 1, to get rid of t from the numerator of the integrand in (A.3), and
use polar coordinates to get∫
Rd
exp
(
− |x− ξ|
2
2ct
)
dξ =
∫ ∞
0
(∫
bdB(x,r)
exp
(
− r
2
2ct
)
dS
)
dr
= d · |B(0, 1)|
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− r
2
2ct
)
· rd−1 dr
= td/2 · d · |B(0, 1)|
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− r
2
2c
)
· rd−1 dr,
where B(x, r) ⊂ Rd is a ball of radius r centred at x. Combining all the expressions independent
of t into C, we obtain from (A.3) the upper bound.
Now, we consider the lower bounds in (3.2) and (A.1) to estimate
(A.4) ρ(t, x) ≥ C
−1
td/2
∫
Rd
exp
(
− c |x− ξ|
2 + t|ξ|2
t
)
dξ.
Using the standard Cauchy inequality we can verify |ξ|2 ≤ (|x − ξ|+ |x|)2 ≤ 2|x− ξ|2 + 2|x|2,
which together with (A.4) produces
(A.5) ρ(t, x) ≥ C
−1
td/2
exp
(− 2c|x|2)∫
Rd
exp
(
− c (1 + 2t)|x− ξ|
2
t
)
dξ.
Now, integration through polar coordinates gives∫
Rd
exp
(
− c (1 + 2t)|x− ξ|
2
t
)
dξ = d · |B(0, 1)|
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
− c (1 + 2t)r
2
t
)
· rd−1 dr
=
td/2
(1 + 2t)d/2
d · |B(0, 1)|
∫ ∞
0
exp
(− cr2) · rd−1 dr.
Thus, from (A.5) we finally obtain the lower bound. 
Concerning the densities of the Euler scheme on the small time horizon ∆τ > 0 with K
steps, which are given by
ρ(tk, x) =
∫
Rd
p(tk, x; ξ)ρ0(ξ) dξ, k = 1, . . . ,K,
we have, as a consequence of (3.9), the following result.
Lemma A.2. If Assumption 3.6 holds and ∆τ0 > 0, there is a constant C such that for every
initial variable X0 with density ρ0 satisfying (A.1)
‖ρ(∆τ) − ρ(∆τ)‖TV ≤ C
√
∆τ
K
,
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and for every f ∈ Cb(Rd)
∣∣E[f(X∆τ )]− E[f(XK)]∣∣ ≤ C‖f‖∞ √∆τ
K
,
with ∆τ ≤ ∆τ0.
Proof. Employing (3.9), we have the following estimate∫
Rd
|ρ(tk, x) − ρ(tk, x)| dx ≤
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
|p(tk, x; ξ)− p(tk, x; ξ)|ρ0(ξ) dξ dx
≤ C ∆τ
Kt
(d+1)/2
k
∫
Rd
ρ0(ξ)
∫
Rd
exp
(
− c|x− ξ|
2
tk
)
dx dξ
= C
∆τ
Kt
(d+1)/2
k
| bdB(0, 1)|td/2k
∫
Rd
exp(−cr2) · rd−1 dr.
Thus for ∆τ = tK we compute
‖ρ(∆τ)− ρ(∆τ)‖TV =
∫
Rd
|ρ(∆τ, x)− ρ(∆τ, x)| dx ≤ C
√
∆τ
K
.
The bound for the expectation follows now easily from∣∣E[f(X∆τ )]− E[f(XK)]∣∣ ≤ ‖f‖∞ · ‖ρ(∆τ) − ρ(∆τ)‖TV . 
Appendix B. Properties of the matching operator: proofs
Proof of Theorem 4.13. For the proof of (i), see [11]. The proof of item (ii) can be found in [32].
(iii) Note that, according to Lemma 4.4 and (4.9), the mapping m 7→ λ(m, µ) is, on the open
set intM
(
supp(µ),R
)
, the inverse of the function λ 7→ F (λ) = ∇λA
(
λ, µ
)
. From Lemma 4.4,
we know also that F is smooth, and thus we can apply Inverse Function Theorem to get
Dmλ(m, µ) =
(
DλF
(
λ(m, µ)
))−1
,
which is exactly (4.11).
(iv) Denote µε
.
= µ + ε(ν − µ) ∈ P(X), for ε ∈ [0, 1]. Then (m, µε) ∈ D for all ε ∈ (0, 1).
Indeed, for each U ∈ Bor(X) we have
µε(U) = (1 − ε)µ(U) + εν(U),
and to prove that {1, R1, . . . , RL} is independent modulo µε, consider, for any (λ0,λ) ∈
R
L+1\(0,0), the set U = {x ∈ X : λ0 + λTR(x) = 0} (see Definition 4.1). It is also clear
that supp(µε) = supp(µ) ∪ supp(ν), which ensures that m ∈ intM (supp(µε),R), for each ε.
Hence, both requirements in the formula for D in Definition 4.12 are fulfilled.
Now let us consider F : [0, 1] × RL → RL given by F (ε,λ) = ∇λA(λ, µε) − m. Because
(m, µε) ∈ D , we know from (4.9), that the function ε 7→ λ(ε) .= λ(m, µε) is the implicit solution
of the equation F (ε,λ) = 0. We cannot employ the chain rule directly to this equation, since
we have not yet established the differentiability of λ(·) and we are concerned with the point
(0,λ(0)), which lies on the boundary of the domain of F . However, employing the ideas from
the proof of the Implicit Function Theorem, we can obtain the desired result for the directional
derivatives.
To this end, let us denote ∆λ(ε) = λ(ε) − λ(0). We need to show (see Definition 3.4) that
the limit
lim
εց0
∆λ(ε)
ε
exists and is equal to the right-hand side of (4.12). First note that, according to Lemmas 4.4
and 4.6, DλF (ε,λ) is continuous and non-singular for every (ε,λ) ∈ [0, 1] × RL. Thus we
can put B
.
=
(
DλF (0,λ(0))
)−1
= Dmλ(m, µ). Moreover, owing to Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7, we
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compute by the chain rule for directional derivatives (recall that η = ν − µ)
a
.
= ∂εF (0,λ(0); +1)
= ∂µ
(
Eµ
[
exp
(
λ(0)TR−A(λ(0), µ))R]; η)
=
〈
exp
(
λ(0)TR−A(λ(0), µ))R | η〉− ∂µA(λ(0), µ; η)Eµ[ exp (λ(0)TR−A(λ(0), µ))R]
=
〈
exp
(
λ(0)TR−A(λ(0), µ))R | η〉− 〈 exp (λ(0)TR−A(λ(0), µ)) | η〉m
=
〈
exp
(
λ(0)TR −A(λ(0), µ))(R −m) ∣∣ η〉,
where we used (4.9) in the next to last line. The function λ(ε), as the implicit solution, satisfies
for every ε > 0
∆λ(ε) = −εBa+ f(ε,λ(ε)),
where f(ε,λ)
.
= B
(
εa + B−1(λ(ε) − λ(0)) − F (ε, λ)). The properties of F imply that Dλf
exists for every (ε,λ), is continuous on [0, 1]× RL with Dλf(0,λ(0)) = 0, and the function f
has the directional derivative ∂εf(0,λ(0); +1) = 0. Using the first-order Taylor expansion in
λ, for every ε > 0 we get
∆λ(ε)
ε
= −Ba+ f(ε,λ(ε))
ε
= −Ba+ f(ε,λ(ε))− f(ε,λ(0))
ε
+
f(ε,λ(0))− f(0,λ(0))
ε
= −Ba+ (Dλf(ε,λ(0)) + r(ε,∆λ(ε)))∆λ(ε)
ε
+
f(ε,λ(0))− f(0,λ(0))
ε
Rearranging, leads to
(B.1)
∆λ(ε)
ε
=
(
I −Dλf(ε,λ(0)) + r(ε,∆λ(ε))
)−1(−Ba+ f(ε,λ(0))− f(0,λ(0))
ε
)
,
where I denotes the identity matrix. The continuity of λ(ε), which follows from part (ii), yields
∆λ(ε) → 0 as ε → 0. Hence, the remainder r(ε,∆λ(ε)) vanishes as ε goes to zero, and same
is true for Dλf(ε,λ(0)) and the ratio (f(ε,λ(0)) − f(0,λ(0)))/ε. In consequence, for ε small
enough, we can indeed invert the matrix I − Dλf(ε,λ(0)) + r(ε,∆λ(ε)), and passing to the
limit on the right-hand side of (B.1) concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.14. For every (m, µ) ∈ D , let us put p(m, µ) .= λ(m, µ)TR−A(λ(m, µ), µ).
According to Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.13(ii), the mapping (m, µ) 7→ p(m, µ) ∈ Bm(X) is
continuous on D .
Take (m, µ1), (m, µ2) ∈ Γ. From the definition of the matching operator M we have the
following estimate
(B.2) ‖M(m, µ1)−M(m, µ2)‖TV ≤ ‖ep(m,µ1) − ep(m,µ2)‖∞ + ‖ep(m,µ2)‖∞‖µ1 − µ2‖TV .
The sup norm in the second term can be bounded by C = supΓ ‖ep(m,µ)‖∞, which is finite due
to the continuity of p and the compactness of Γ.
Let us now consider the first summand in (B.2). The exponential function satisfies the
Lipschitz condition on bounded domains. Thus, using once more the uniform boundedness of
p on Γ, we can find a constant C to obtain pointwise∣∣ep(m,µ1) − ep(m,µ2)∣∣ ≤
≤ C∣∣(λ(m, µ1)− λ(m, µ2))TR+ (A(λ(m, µ2), µ2)−A(λ(m, µ1), µ1))∣∣
≤ C(‖R‖∞‖λ(m, µ1)− λ(m, µ2)‖+ ∣∣A(λ(m, µ1), µ1)−A(λ(m, µ2), µ2)∣∣)
(B.3)
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Note also that for all λ1, λ2 in a bounded set B ⊂ RL, we have
|Z(λ1, µ1)− Z(λ2, µ2)
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣〈eλT1R, µ1 − µ2〉∣∣+ Eµ2 ∣∣eλT1R − eλT2R∣∣
≤ sup
λ∈B
‖eλTR‖∞‖µ1 − µ2‖TV + sup
λ∈B
‖eλTRR‖∞|λT1R− λT2R|
≤ sup
λ∈B
‖eλTR‖∞
(‖µ1 − µ2‖TV + ‖R‖2∞‖λ1 − λ2‖),
(B.4)
where we used Lipschitz continuity of the exponential mapping on bounded sets. We can
transfer (B.4) to the estimate for the log-partition function A using the Lipschitz continuity of
the logarithm on compact subsets of the positive line. Therefore, in view of the compactness of
Γ and the continuity of (m, µ) 7→ λ(m, µ), we can combine this with (B.3), with λi = λ(m, µi),
and take the supremum over X on the left-hand side, to obtain
(B.5) ‖ep(m,µ1) − ep(m,µ2)‖∞ ≤ C
(‖λ(m, µ1)− λ(m, µ2)‖ + ‖µ1 − µ2‖TV ),
where C depends only on Γ and ‖R‖∞.
Finally, we need to estimate the distance between the Lagrange multipliers. To this end, we
can apply the mean value inequality for the directional derivatives. According to (4.12), we
have
(B.6) ‖λ(m, µ1)− λ(m, µ2)‖ ≤ sup
µ∈[µ1,µ2]
‖Dmλ(m, µ) ep(m,µ)
(
R−m)‖∞ · ‖µ1 − µ2‖TV .
The supremum over the segment [µ1, µ2] is clearly bounded by
(B.7) sup
Γ
‖Dmλ(m, µ)‖op · ‖ep(m,µ)‖∞ ·
(‖R‖∞ + ‖m‖),
and the only new ingredient here is the operator norm ‖Dmλ(m, µ)‖op. From (4.11) we know
that Dmλ(m, µ) is equal to the inverse of the Hessian ∇2λA, which by Lemma 4.4 is given by
Eµ
[
ep(m,µ)RRT
]
. The Hessian is positive-definite by Lemma 4.6, and the continuity proper-
ties of p and the expectation yield the uniform lower bound on Γ for the smallest eigenvalue
of (m, µ) 7→ ∇2
λ
A(m, µ). This in turn guarantees the boundedness of the operator norm in
formula (B.7). 
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